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PREFACE
This issue of internationaljournal'Electronics" includes 4 regular
papers and 10 the most interesting papers selected from the 3'o
Symposium on Industrial Electronics - Indel 2000.
The 3'd Symposiumon IndustrialElectronics- Indel 2000 was held
in Banjaluka from November 16 - 18, 2000. At the conference84
authors and coauthors from 19 institutions presented44 papers.All
papers are presentedin conferenceproceedings.The main topics of
the conferenceare: Analog and Digital Circuits, Power Electronics,
Signal Processing,Materials and Components,Program Support for
Control and Model. Identification and ProcessControl. The aim of
the conferenceis the presentationof the developmentand researchresults in the areasrelated
to the conferencetopics.
I would like to express my gratitude to the authors and invite all researchers,who are
interested in the field on Industrial Electronics, to present their development and research
results in the next issue of international journal 'Electronics".
'€lectronics" journal
to take active participation
Also, I would like to invite all readersof the
at the next 4th Symposium on Industrial Electronics - Indel 2002, which will be organizedin
Banjaluka, Republic of Srpskain OctoberA.{ovember2002.
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A PEDESTRIAN AND VEHICLE MOTION IDENTIFICATION
BY AN,1F.THEN" RULESBASED METHOD
Milojko V. Jevtovii, VTI VJ, Beograd
Vlastimir Pavlovii, Faculty of Electronic Engineering, Nii

Abstract: In this paper, the original sensor signal
processing method and results interpretation,
enabling the pedestrian and vehicle motion
identification in the observed area, is exposed.
Motion detection is performed by sensors. The
method is based on the time-domain sensor signal
analysis by computing the certain parameters, and
results interpretation, upon the beforehand defined
rules. The decision rules about what is moving in the
protected area, are also discussed. Deciding, i.e.
resuhs interpretation, is performed by class
separation from the parameter set, such as: meanlength signal duration in the observed time interval,
mean-time duration of the pause between the sensor
successive initiations, mean-time duration of the
pause between two successive passings trough
"lero", mean motion speed, etc. The proposed
method gave positive results, unlike the attemptsfor
solving the identification problem by using several
other methods.The mentioned method has a software
realization on the laboratory equipment (personal
computer and digital signal processor). Examining
of sensors by pedestrian'and vehicle motions. The
given experimental results, show that the proposed
method is very fficient for solving the pedestrian
and vehicle automatic identification problem.
Switched reluctance nxotors (SRM) have comparable
performance to induction motors. Power converters
for switched reluctance motors are more complicated
than power convertersfor induction motors. That is
the reason switched reluctance motors have not
found wider acceptance. This paper presents a new
power converterfor switched reluctance motors. For
the first time, in dffirence to all other switched
reluctance motor drive topologies, a converter
without dc-link components is proposed. All regime
of work are described in detail and verified by
simulations

'with
comparison
higher order spectrums ill,
reference signal [2], cyclic spectrum method [3],
cepstrum I4l, t5l and higher order moments [6].
These methods did not give satisfactoryresults in the
case of seismic signal. Thus, our approach to the
solutiol of the problem was to investigate timedomain sensor signal analysis, computing certain
parameters and to give results interpretation by
appropriate rules. The sensor analysis method,
computing parameters and decision rules are
presented in this paper. The results review by real
signals is also given. In addition to the commercial
speed and -acceleration sensors, with appropriate
amplifiers, a new acceleration sensor, with
piezoceramic, and a new analogue circuit are used.
The characteristics of the sensor proposed by Prof.
Pavlovii [9] are optimized in a mechanical and
electrical sense, thus, after incitement, the impulse
response has a dominant first oscillation and
decreasing envelope. In the absence of the
incitement, it has significantly low level of seismic
noise. We emphasizethat the other sensor solutions
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In electronic protecting system realization, the
problem of provocative classification, perturbing the
protected area or object security always arise. In
other words, the problem is how to identify the
pedestrian and vehicle motions, i.e. how to classify
provocative inciting (activating) the appropriate
sensors by its motions. The assumption is that the
information about what is movins is contained in the
sensor signal. In the previous viork for solving the
mentioned problem, several authors have applied a
few different signal processing methods, such as:
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1. INTRODUCTION
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Fig.l, with amplifier,givean impulseresponse,
whichhasincreasingoscillationenvelopeup to the
Fig,3.
peakvalue,afterwhichtheenvelopedecreases,
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2. SBNSOR SIGNAL ANALYSIS

ftrrrn ' R, a Rsr**

During pedestrian motion, the sensor is
incited by a foot stroke on the ground. Fig. I
shows the sensor'ssignal waveform, causedby
pedestrian motion. For such signals, a mean_
length duration can be defined as:

Ps

=f t",,* o,,+ . . . +)PN ./ , ) = a I t '
Nur-r,
1

Foot stroke on the ground, caused by
pedestrian motion, creates oscillations that the
sensor detects and generates an alternating
signal,which is periodic at one part (Fig.2).

N
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o

(1)

s

where 1/ is the number of pedestrian foot
strokes,and P5;- is the r-th stroke duration. This
definition of P5 is valid for signals that do not
have significant presenceof reflections (Figs. lb
and c). The reflected signals influence can be
avoided in two ways: by computing p5 for large
number of N or by rejecting signals whose
duration is less than the preOefinea minimal
value Ps^i,r.
The value of P5, depending on the moving
person mass, its motion speed and ground
characteristics,will be bounded:
Pr_," S P, < Pr*,

(2)

for most personsmoving in the observedarea.
For a sensor signal, caused by pedestrian
motion, the mean-time R5, physically denoting
pause duration between two steps,is defined by
(seeFig.l):

R, =

(5)

*(Rr,
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Assuming that the sensor signal does not
contain direct (DC) component (it can be simply
eliminated, if exists) it is easy to notice that
signal from Fig.2 has a certain number of
passingthrough "zero", inFig.2 denotedby:
Lr,Lz...,Lo
Mean-value of interval duration between two
successivesensorsignal "zero" passings,can be
determinedfrom the relation:

*Io'

(3)
where i=|,2,...,K is the pedestrianstepsnumber,
and R5;is the time between two successivefoot
strokes on the ground.

o, =
+a2+...+La,=
i(o,
t|o,

(6)

where B is the number of "zero" passings.
The mean-time pause duration between two
stepsdepends,of course,on motion speed(slow
walk, normal walk, running) and the.number of
moving pedestrians (one, two or group of
pedestrians).For one walking pedestrian,pause
duration R5 will is bounded as:
ftrrrn ' R, a Rru*u*
@)
while for a running pedestrianit is:

Pedestrian motion speed can be determined
from the motion path (trajectory) by determining
two path coordinates, i.e. by measuring the
distance (already known) between them and the
elapsed time for the pedestrian to cross that
distance.

5
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A new method in which it is not necessaryto know
paths in order to determine the pedestrian motion
speed is presenetedin this paper.
According to Fig.l the pedestrian step duration is:

Z"=Pr+R,

(7)

Step mean-duration can be evaluated from
the relation:
1

m

Tus=-:-L(Pr, +Rr,)

(8)

l7l i=t

where m-is the step number.
The step number in a time unit, measuredin a
time interval of ? seconds.is:
t
z
T
l s - * -

(e)

m

X(Pr,+Rs,)
If a mean-length pedestrian step is denoted
by D (regardless on a motion manner) then the
pedestrianspeedmotion can be determinedfrom
the relation:

Vr=KrP-

TMD
m

[m/s] ( 10)

Itpr, + Rs,)
The accuracy of the determined pedestrian
speed motion depends on the adopted pedestrian
step mean-length value.

knowledge is made, which can be formulated in
severalrules, suchas:
1. Generated sensor signal, caused by vehicle
motion, is continuous and lasts longer than 3
secondsfor sure.
2.
Generated sensor signal, caused by
pedestrian motion (one, two or group of
pedestrians) has intemrptions, which mean
duration is longer than30ms.
3. If one person performs normal walk (five or
more steps), then the time interval between
two successivefoot strokes, ranges between
l3oms to 800rus.
4. Pedestrianmotion speed,in the case of slow
walk is less than 3 km/h, in the case of
normal walk it ranges between 3 to 7 km/h,
while in the case of running it is greater than
7 km/h.
5. Vehicle motion speed is greaterthan 15
km/h.
On the basis of experiments performed with
real stimuli, the other rules for processingresults
interpretation are defined. Using them, a
decision as to what is moving in the observed,
protected atea canbe made.
Considering the computing results of signai
parameters values and the set of the
aforementionedrules, the determination problem
of what is moving in the protected area, can be
solved by an "if-then" based method. The
algorithmic approachhas following form:
if
P5 at boundariesP5r( Psr< Psru
and

The vehicle motion speedis deteruninedby
measuring the time interval betweenthe signal
generation at the two sensors,placed on the path.
The distance betweentwo sensorsis beforehand
defined (measured).

R56SR51,'
R5at boundariesR5,1a3
and
Ap6interval of "zero" passing
L1ap3A'pp3A.ye
and
vomotion speedvo,rz(vor3vpu
etc.

3. DECISION RULES
Sensor signal parameters,depending on the
types of stimuli (pedestrian, vehicle), lie within
certain boundaries. For most of these
parameters,boundaries can be determined only
after a large number of experiments with real
sensors.On the basis of performed experiments
and obtained results, some experimental

the motion provocative:
then
walking PEDESTRIAN

normal

The second example, for the running
pedestrianin the protected area, is:
if
P5 at boundariesPsa,( Ps13Ps7,11
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and
R5at boundariesR51a1<
Rs,( Rsn,
and
Ap, interval of "zefo" passing
4,6 I L,p11 A,p1

and
vorrunning speedvpw< vpt3 rput
etc.
then
the motion provocative:
running PEDESTRIAN

For the vehicle motion, algorithmic approach
has the form:
if

pedestriansand two groups of pedestriansin the
protected area. They were walking slowly,
normal and fast (running). Three-hundred-fortyfive (345) passingsthrough protected area were
performed. Successful identification of 337
pedestrian passings was achieved. Eight
passings by slow waik were not identified, due
to large pedestriandistancefrom sensors(on the
sensor sensitivity threshold)" Pedestrianmotion
identification results are presented in Table 1.
The decision quality of vehicle motion
identification was examined, also. All of
performed 30
vehicle
passings, were
successfullyidentified.
A measuring of the pedestrian speed in
the case of slow and normal walk and running is
particularly performed by the proposedmethod.

sensorsignal continual P5 > 3s
and
sensorsignal R5perpetual Rs - 0s
and
Appinterval of "zeto" passing
A,rzSArrS Aru
and
Ypymotion sPeedvur( luKlluN
etc.
then
the motion provocative:
VEHICLE

Extensions of the above algorithmic
approachesto a group of pedestrians,group of
vehicles etc. can be realized in a similar wav.
4. RESULTS
On the basis of the proposed method, a
software module for pedestrian and vehicle
motion identification was developed. It was
installed on a personal cornputer with digital
signal processor connectedwith a set of sensors
anay via (by) the low-pass amplifiers and filters.
Two
types of sensors, electrodynamics
(geophone) and piezoelectric, are used in the
investigation.
Testing of the method proposed for
pedestrian and vehicle motion identification is
performed in real conditions, inciting sensorsby
pedestrian and vehicle motion. Experiment is
performed by motion of ten (10) different

Measured results for three pedestrian
motion speeds, whereby each one passed the
protected area for 30 times, are given in Table 2.
Simultaneous measuring of the passed paths
length and the elapsed time for those paths that
were passed,have confirmed that the proposed
method offers satisfactorv results.
5. CONCLUSION
The proposed method for pedestrian and
vehicle motion identification, based on timedomain sensor signal analysis, computing
certain parameters and interpreting the results on
the basis of the already defined rules, offers
positive results for the decision about what is
moving through the protected area.
Using the new sensorwith the appropriate
analogue amplifier Prof. Pavlovic's, positive
identification results, by the described new
method. are obtained.

Vol.4, No.2, DECEMBER2000.
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Table 1. The results of identification

Ser. Incitation
no. provocative

1

Pedestr.l

a

Pedestr.2
Pedestr.3

No.
incit.

Identif. no.
Succes. [Jnsuc.

0
0

l0
10

0

10

Pedestr.4

0

10

5

Pedestr.5

0

10

0

6

Pedestr.6
Pedestr.7
Pedestr.8
Pedestr.9
Pedestr.l0
2oedestrns.

0
0
0
0
0
0
5

10
10
10
10
10

0
0
0
0
0

t0
5

0
0

8

9
10
11
L2

Ped.sroup

No.
incit.

0
0
0
0

7

Running

Slow walk

Normal walk

No.
Identif. No
Succes. Unsuc. incit.

I
9
9

l0
10

Identif. No
Succes.

10

I
I

SW
2.76
2.94
2.25
3.97
3.45
2.08
2.94
2.59

NW RUN

I

9
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

t0

10

0

0
0
0
0
0

10
10
10
10
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
0

5

5

10
10
10
10
10
i0
4

0
0

5

NW

RUN

Pedestr.

SW

3.63 7.43 3.45 5.87 10.09 2.58
3.63 t . 4 5 3.63 5.35 1 1 . 4 0 2.71
4.49 9.33 5 . 0 1 4.66 9.67 2.69
,t ^1

7.94 2.25
3 . 1 1 7.08 4 . 6 6
2.59 6 . 9 1 2.94
3 . 1 1 7 ; 1 7 2.25
2.59 9.33 2.59
3 . r 1 2.94 8.29 a A a
2.16 2.25 8 . t 2 r . 2 l

U

9

Motion soeed kmftr
Pedestr.2

SW

10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

I

Table2. The measuredpedestrianmotion speeds

Pedestr

0
0

10
10
10

10

1

Unsuc.

10
10

3.90
6.22
6.44
1.94
5.30
4.60
7.94

10.07 2.91
10.04 3 . 1 0
13.03 a A <
11 . 1 0 2.4r
1 1 . 6 0 2.7r
1 3 . 1 0 2.8r
12.40 2 . 8 1

NW

3.28
3.92
3.45
4.10
3.28
3.92
3.45
4.Ll

3.28

4.lo

RUN
4.90
6.10
3.60
3.10
0.70
3.00
2.40
1.60
5.70
1.60

0

1

8
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Abstract. In this paper, the original sensor
signal processing method and results
interpretation, enabling the pedestrian .and
vehicle motion identification in the observed
Nea, are exposed. Sensors perform motion
detection. The method is based on the timedomain sensorsignal analysis by computing the
certain parameters, and the results are
interpreted, upon the beforehanddefined rules.
The decision rules about what is moving in
the protected area are also discussed.Deciding,
i.e. results interpretation, is performed by class
separation from the parameter set, such as:
mean-length signal duration in the observed
time period, mean-time duration of the pause

betweenthe sensorsuccessiveinitiations, meantime duration of the pause between two
successivepassingthrough "zero", mean motion
speed,etc.
The proposed method gives positive results,
unlike the attemptsfor solving the identification
problem by using severalother methods.
The mentioned method has a software
rcalization on the laboratory equipment
(personal computer and digital
signal
processor). Its efficiency is tested in real
conditions. The experimental results show that
the proposed method is very efficient for
solving the pedestrian and vehicle automatic
identification probiem.
A PEDESTRIAN AND VEHICLE MOTION
IDENTIFICATION BY AN ,,IF-TI#,N" RULES
BASED METI{OD
Milojko V. Jevtovii
Vlastimir Pavlovii

'oaij
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STJPERRESOLUTIONTECHNIQUE FOR ESTIMATION OF DIFFERENTIAL DELAY
OF SEISMIC SIGNALS
Vlastimtr D.Pavlovi|, Zoran S.Velidkovii, Faculty of Electronic Engineering, Nii, Yugoslavin

Abstrqct: In this paper, a new indirect techniquefor
determination of dffirental delay of seismic signals
is described. For signals with dffirent frequency
spectra we first define the corresponding "mirror"
signals, and then we calculate the delay time between
the original and mirror signal. The values of
dffirential delays are calculated simply in function
of the previously determined delays between the
original and the corresponding mirror signals. Using
the proposed technique, the values of differential
delay can be determined with error less than a half of
the sample period. In the given simulation and
experimental examples, using classical techniques,
the results sre obtained with error of a few sample
periods.
Keywords: Seismic signals, Differential delay, Mirror
signal, Cross-correlation
1.. INTRODUCTION
Determination of the exact value of
diferential delay between seismic signals has
significant applications in determination of the
seismic excitation t1-31. A trajectory of the moving
source of seismic vibrations can be obtained by
calculations of the succesive coordinates of the
moving object. Seismic sensors are places at the
predetermined distances in a real medium, and the
value of the velocity of surface seismic waves is
evalluated experimentally for a certain medium.
Classical techniques for determination of
time delay using cross-correlationare not satisfactory
in the case of noisy seismic signals, and are limited to
the signals with similar waveforms and frequency
spectra.
2.

(r
locationswith coordinatesxiand yi, i:1,2,...,r
- number of sensors)are known.
The propagation time that seismic wave
needsto reach the certain sensor(Fig. i) is given by:
A

q=J,

i=1,,2,...,T

( 1)

vi

where v'

is the propagation velocity of signal

wavefront to the i-th sensor, and di is the distance
between the source of vibrations and the i-th sensor.
Minimal piopagation time is determined from the
condition:
Q)
lnin = min{q, i=1',2,",t}
The propagation time (Eq.2) is required for
seismic wave to reach the closest (dominant) sensor
in the system.Instead of total propagation time given
by Eq.(l), we form diferential time delays relative to
the referent sensor:
i=L,2,--,r- 1-(3)
AE= tt-Li.,,
The system does not use total propagation
time given by Eq.(1), becauseit is of interest to know
the diferences between propagation times required
for signal wavefront to reach the referent sensor and
the remaining sensorsin the system, i.e. the relative
time delays.
Coordinates of the unknown source of
seismic vibrations are determined depending on the
diferential delay:

h" o*')= r(ltu'18,-r)

(4)

and then we calculate the global coordinates of the
source location:

/

\ J ,

,\

(4o, yr. )= f\4* , v* /

(5)

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let the value of the surface seismic wave
velocity be known for a certain geological medium.
We also assume that the distances between the
unknown source of vibrations and the seismic sensor

Therefore, in order to exactly determine location
of the seismic excitation, it is necessaryto know the
exact value of differential delay [4-10]. The problem
of deter-mination of the coordinates of unknown
source of vibrations in compact explicit form is
described in [5] as the function ofdifferential delay'

10
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3. THE PROPOSEDMETHOD
In the casewhenthe distancebetweenthe locationof
seismicexcitationand a certainsensoris significantly
less than the distancesbetweenthe locationsof the

source and the other sensors,the obtained numerical
values contain error due to the different signal
waveforms. On the other side, if the distances
between the source location and the sensors are
approximately equal, the

lli

'j'.'
lir,
ir!
ti
.i

Fig. i. Propagation of seismicsignals throught the nonlinear ntedium.

The proposed technique has better resolution in the
applications in which the seismic signal in one of the
sensors is saturated, or has well-defined dominant
oscilation, and the signals in the remaining sensors
have lower amplitude and distorted waveforms. In
this case, the proposed technique is preferable to the
classical techniquesbasedon the application ofcrosscorrelation.
It is well-known in literature that sirnilarity between
two signals can be examined using correlation
functions. _These
functions have significant
maximum, and are, therefore, appropriate for
determination of peak signal values. This is the basic
idea in this work. For the fixed length of signal
sequence (window), N1At, it is allways possibleto
define the "mirror" signal sequencerelative to the
time period N1At.
q"(')=

q (N - 1 - n) n= (0,r,...m- r)

(6)

Figs. 2 and 3 show the example oforiginal signal and
its mirror signal. It is obvious that both signals have
the same power spectra, and the differential delay
between them can be .evaluated using crosscorrelation.
In real seismic signal processing, the peak of crosssorrelation function can not be determined correctly
in all casesdue to the signal distortion along various
propagation directions through the nonlinear
medium.
In our previous work, [10] we have examined and
defined necessaryconditions for correct evaluation of

differential delays. One of the most important
conditions to obtain correct differential delay is
similarity between seismic signal waveforms. We
have also defined the conditions for which this
assumptionis satisfied.
In this paper we propose a new technique for
determination of differential delays between signals
with significantly distinct waveforms. Since the earth
surface can be modeled by the low-pass filter, during
the propagation signal waveforms become distorted,
and therefore differ from each other. In addition, the
amplitude of the seismic signal decreaseswith the
increase of distance to the source location according
to [5].
Ideal signal s1( Fig.2) is delayed for T1 sample
periods, and its mirror signal s1" (Fig.3), is delayed
for NlAt-Tl
sample periods. For the fixed window
length, the delay between signals is:

Nat-T1
arl =
2

n\
'"

Similarly, we define delays between the signals s. and
s* for the remainingsensorsr=2, 3, ..., N

Nat- Tr
-'T

(8)

Differential delay betweens1and s. is given by:
F

-tr

- m

-1

m

'T

-

aTr - aTi

(e)

1l
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Finally, differential delay between signals s1and s, is
det-ermined as the difference between differential
delay of signal s1 and s1, , and differential delay of
signals s. and s.r.
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T: =18Osample periods. Signals \7,s2",and
(N - Tz ) and
4, are delayed for (N Tr ),
(N - T: ) sample periods respectively (Fig.a)- The
classical

cross-correlations

(q, q ) (q, + ) (E, E) with the cor-responding
numerical values of differential delays,as well as
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the correlations of corresponding signal pairs
( q , q " ) ( 8 , q . = ) , ( + , + " ) a r e g i v e ni n F i g s .3
and 5.
Differentialdelaysbetweenthe idealsignalsfrom the
first and the second sensor is drl = 49 sample
periods,and differential delay calculatedusing the
proposedmethodis 0Z+-$2)12=50
sample
periods. Similarly, using the classical crosscorrelation we obtain: da = -'79, dg = 31 , and
using rhe proposedmethod: QZ+ - 574)lZ =AO ,
and (634 - 574y2= 30 . Obviousty,for the given
values of differentiai delays, better results are
obtainedusingtheproposedmethod.
s.EXAMPLE OF REAL SIGNAL
Figs. 6 and 7 show real seismicsignals q, g, and
q , and the corresponding
mirror signals.The values
of diferentialdelaysobtainedusingclassicalmethods
are:
i*orni

signal

sl

some cases the classical, and the proposed
method for time delay estimation give different
result.

6.CONCLUSION
Our experimentsin time delay estimation have shown
that the results, obtained using classical techniques,
considerablydiffer from the exact values.
In order to solve this problem, in this paper we
propose a new, effective technique for estimation of
differential delay between seismic signals generated
by the same unknown excitation and detected by
seismic sensors placed at the predetermined
locations. The paper discusses simulation and
experimental results obtained using the classical and
proposed technique for differential delay estimation.
In the given examples, better results are obtained
using the proposedtechnique,and in this technique
the estimation effor is less than a half of the sample
period.
The software reahzation of the proposed method is
simple, requires no additional time, and provides
correct results.
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t22, 126, and 2 sample periods. In the same
example, the values obtained using the
proposed method are:.733.5,125,
and 8.5 (Figs.8
and 9). Obviously, there exist an error in all
cases.The given example demonstratesthat in
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HIGH REAI.IBLE POSITION ENCODER FOR CRANE POSITIONING
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Abstract: Pseudorandom bit sequences,also known
as chain codes or shijl register codes, are employed
in various field, including position encoding. In this
paper the solution for digital crane position
transducer is proposed, which is simubaneously
meeting high standards in solving the crane
displacement problem. The solution is based on the
application of developedhybrid pseudorandom linear
encoder. On the basis of the experimental results of
the developed encoderfunctioning, in this paper the
discussion about the possibility of its application for
crane positioning, as well as the concrete possibility
ofthe proposed solution are given.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the mechanical engineering,robotics, in the area of
control and electronics, length and angles have to be
measured with a high accuracy and high reliability.
During the last years a pseudorandombit sequences,
also known as chain codes or shift register codes, are
very interesting for position measurementaplications,
[3]. The pseudorandomsequenceis embeddedin the
scale or disk of a linear or rotary encoding apparatus
in the form of a capacitive, magnetic, or optical
pattern representing the digital ones and zeros of the
sequence. The encoder also includs a read station
utilizing the appropriate sensing technology to
ffansduce the pattern into digital electrical signals
which change as the disk or scale moves in a guided
manner relative to it. The pseudorandom position
encoders are special interesting for movable systems
which have a large movement range (100m and
more), as like as cranes.
Cranes are machines, which have many load
combinations. Overloads lead to damage that causes
construction damage or the loss of static stability and
of function readiness.For that reason, many national
standards, which define crane competence to work
conditions, are established.In Yugoslavia those are
general standardsJUS M.D1.021 - 050. In this paper
a new solution for digital crane position transducer,
which provides the high-quality solution to the crane
displacement, is proposed. Application of classical
incremental and. absolute encoder is unacceptable
because of the error accumulation and economic
causes,respectively. This fact specially refers to the
bridge and portal cranes,where the effect ofthe crane
displacement is reported. One of the possible
solutions, which use pseudorandomencoder [3,4] is
shown in reference [5]. Pseudorandom encoder is
absolute-typeencoder, but it usesonly one code track

as contrasted to classical-type absolute encoder.
Economic reason is the basic reason for its use with
the large movementrange systems,such as cranes.
In this paper, the use of the hybrid linear
positional encoder, which representscombination of
incremental and pseudorandomencoder, is proposed.
Hybrid encoder takes good qualities of both methods
and it discards all of the faults of incremental method
for positional measurement. This means that the
solution, which is proposed in [5], improves some
characteristic such as the function simplicity, the
measurement range increase and the system
flexibility increase.In this case' neither the price nor
the complexity of the system increases.The number
of the code tracks is the same.but the number of the
code reading headsis reducedfor two sensorheads.
The proposed hybrid crane position kansducer
has got two working regimes, normal and
incremental one. Under the normal working regime,
system works according to incremental method and
the autocalibration is done very often. Thereby the
error accumulation is practically prevented, and that
is specific for the incremental encoder. The
autocalibration is done for each reading of the
pseudorandom code. The system begins to work in
the incremental working regime after the reading
code error detection. In this regime there is not any
autocalibration until the automatic return to normal
working regime. There is a small possibility to lose
at the
about
the position
the information
hybrid positional encoder. Actually,
developed
under the normal working regime, there is not this
possibility. It can happen after the system begins to
work under the incremental working regime, because
the autocalibration of the measurementsystem is not
done, As the system quickly returns into the normal
working regime, the possibility to lose positional
information is more theoretical, than practical one.
Anyway, we should emphasizeonce again that there.
is not any possibility to lose the information about the
position under a nonnal working regime. The
position is lost when the source of the power supply
is interrupted, but the crane doesn't have to return to
the start of the ineasurement scale in order to
regenerate one's own position. After a certain
number of steps are taken towards the same direction
the crane finds out the information about the absolute
position.
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2. CRANE DISPLACEMENT PROBLEM
AND CLASSICALSOLUTIONS
The working crane loading leads to damage that
causes construction damage or the loss of static
stability and of function readiness.That is why many
national standards define working crane conditions.
The crane displacement is caused by different
geometrical irreguiarities of the path and the crane,
damages are caused by the exploitation and by
dynamical influences.
The technical standardsdefine permitted angle of the
displacement and side forces are provoked by it. The
side forces are the bases for construction of the
supporting structure. For example, Yugoslav
standards[9] define working displacementaccording
to the function of the quotient of the length of the
main (L) and side supporters(B) of the bridge cranes.
At maximal quotient LIB = 6, side forces up to 20Vo
l\

FORCES

L]A ts

displacementand even of 170 kN at the final position
of a carriage(on the bridge).
The portal reloading cranes (at open areas)can have
much bigger displacements. Their construction has
large spans and portal hights. These construction
have low rigidity and there arens any possibilities to
regulate the parallelism in the coarse and reduce
displacementwith the inner forces. The displacement
shapeof this crane at moving is shown at figure 1.
The classical mechanical solutions for prevention of
the displacement require the high rigidity of the
construction. That brings to heavy constructions and
gives good results at some types of the cranes.All up
to date experiences lead to parallel control made
according the absolute information of the positions of
the both sidesofthe crane.
The first technical solution for parallel control is
done by applying of the "electric - shaft". In this
solution, the motor speed is corrected on the basesof
the phase-differenceof the angle speedof the electric
field of the left and the right crane side. The defect of
this solution is that in doesn't eliminate sliding of the
wheels caused by different real conditions (wind,
obstacles, wearing out, different tribological
conditions).
After different technical variants, the qualitative
solutions are based on the applying of absolute
information of positions of the crane sides. Then the
classical absolute linear encoders are appiied. The
use of these encoders shows generating enormous
number of quantization steps for real path iengths of
the crane. That is why the increment encoder is used
for long crane paths. The known defect of these
encodersis that they accumulateerrors.

3. THE USE OF HYBRID
ENCODER
Figure l. The displacementof the reloading portal crane
of the radial forces (on the crane wheel) are
introduced.DIN 15018(1974) allows the angleof the
displacement a=l1%os with the friction coefficient
0.30. The production tolerance of the crane paths is
given by different regulations. In Yugoslavia, for
'example, the tolerance of the path range (span)
of 5
+32m is 8mm and high toleranceis l2mm.
During the exploitation, depending on the
maintenance quality, the crane displacement angles
can get considerably greater values, especially in the
case of fundamental changes on the hall and crane
path. The researchesperformed [5] show that wheels
have got their own displacement in relation to the
crane, which varies and depends on the load and
movement direction. For example, at the ideally
made bridge crane with the span of 30m, the total
mass of 100t and at separate driving mechanism,
lateral forces of 70kN per wheel appear because of

POSITION

Requiring only a one-bit wide code track, the
pseudorandomencoding may represent an attractive
alternative to the implementation of absolute-type
position encoders. It is based on the "window
property"
of pseudorandom binary sequences
(PRBS) {S(p)/p=Q,1,...,2"-2},181. According to this,
any n-tuple {S(p+n-k)/k=n,
,1} provided by a
window {x(k)/k=n,...,1} of width n scanning the
PRBS, is unique and may fully identify widow's
absolute position p relative to the beginning of
sequence.PRBS of the length 2"-I, generatedby nbit shift register and the corresponding feedback [3],
is enteredon the code track.
On the basis of this
code it is possible to realize pseudorandom linear
encoder and to apply this solution to the crane
positioningsuch as it is shown in [51. With the aim
that linear encoder has better performanceswe have
come to the idea of realization of hybrid
pseudorandom encoder, [6]. From the measurement
aspect and the position determining, hybrid
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measuring system uses the measurement method
which is the combination of absoluteand incremental
method. Hybrid encoder contains the functional
elements of both methods. Pseudorandomencoder is
especially suitable for combination with incremental
encoder, [6]. in reiation to pseudorandom encoder,
realized hybrid pseudorandomencoder now includes
among its characteristic, all the essential advantages
of the incremental method, such as: simplicity, the
small number of connecting wires and the large
density of the measurement range division. The
system in the figure 2 now performs by the
incremental measurement method and applied
pseudorandom code track has the function of
autocalibration to the
frequently providing
is very
measurement system. The functioning
simple, but it was necessaryto realize a number of
new methods for its realization [1,2,4]. In this paper
we won't describe the realization of hybrid
pseudorandom encoder in detail. To understand its
performances is enough. The reading heads y(1) and
y(2), with the incremental measuring gdd, represent
classical incremental encoder, as in the figure 2. The
reading heads x(10) and x(1) serve for serial reading
of 10 - bit pseudorandomcode [8], while the AUT
head provides the reading code synchronization, [3].
The position correction, which is continually derived
by incremental encoder, is done at each
pseudorandom code reading. High performances of
the realized encoder provide high-quality and simple
connection of the crane position measurement
function and of the crane displacement prevention
function. The cranes belong to the group of moving
system with large rnovement range and realized
hybrid positional encoder is proper solution for those
applications.
By placing only one measurement ffack and
applying the realized electronic encoder block,
reliable and precise information about the crane
position is provided. Considering the crane working
conditions, the possibility of the measurementsystem
functioning at a relatively high level of measurement
track dirt is going to be fully expressed. It is not
necessaryto repeat a number of qualities, rvhich are
obtained by the realized hybrid encoder application.
For all that, the price is lower than for the other
cwrent solutions that can, because of their
characteristics,come near to the solution proposed in
this paper. Even if we do not take the price into
consideration, some of the hybrid encoder
characteristics, such as a very high autocalibration
frequency, would be at today applications under
industrial conditions inaccessible, because of
technical reasons. High reliability of the position
information, as a genuine quality of a hybrid encoder,
representssuch a characteristic that, in relation to the
solutions applied today, may be provided reliable
prevention of the crane displacements,too.
A good electronic parallelism control can
certainly be realized by the application of two hybrid

I7

pseudorandom encoders. By comparing reliable
information about the position of crane both sides,
one would simply obtain reliable crane displacement
information. With appropriate connection to the
motor-driving gtoup, thit lnformation would supply
certain-prevention of the crane displacement and
damagedevelopment.
Allowed crane displacement according to DIN
depends on the friction quotient and the value of
s.=l|%oo for the crane displacement angle is given.
figure l. Obviously, the equation N-lI-= tgu can be
written down. Since for the small angles cx we have
tga.=a, on the basis of this relation we have come to
the equation AL=a*L. Thus, for the acceptedspan of
L=30m for the crane paths, allowed crane
displacementangle is equivalent to the difference of
the crane sides position of AT=45cm. The results of
reahzed hybrid encoder testing showed that at the
measurement track contamination (track dirt) level of
4Vo the error has never been greatet than 40
increments. Under normal measurement system
working regime, etror never exceeded4 increments.
Developed computer system,which provides realized
electronic encoder block testing of a high quality is
presented in the reference Ul. If the function of the
crane displacement prevention was performed only
under normal working regime, it is obvious that
almost total paralleiism of the crane sides at the
moment of its execution would be achieved' This
means that after the measurementsystem enters into
incremental working regime (there is no system
autocalibration because the mistake is detected
during the code reading) a free movement of the
crane sides would be allowed on the basis of the
the
previously established parameters' After
working
normal
into
a
reenters
system
measurement
regime, which will happen relatively quickly, highly
precise correction of the crane side parallelism would
be performed. However, the approach would be
accepted here that under certain circumstances' the
execution of the crane displacement prevention
function could be required even when the
measurement system alarms the entrance into
incremental working regime. In other words, the
attitude of permanent execution of the crane
displacement prevention function as the strictest
request for the measure-transducingsystem will be
accepted.In that case at least 40 times lower value of
the allowed difference of crane sides should be
adopted for the position measurementresolution. It
has been already mentioned that it is allowed to
considerably exceed that value in practice' The
accepted value of 40 increments is also mostly
theoretical in practice, and the results themselvesof
the electronic encoder block testing have shown that
the 30 increment n'fstake is very rarely exceeded.It
can be concluded that with the measurement
resolution of q-lcm, reliable information about crane
displacement can be provided even for the smailer
spansof crane sides.

l6

When applied, 16-bir hybrid linear
positional encoder enables the division of the crane
movement /ange at 2'o-I=65535 quantization steps.
In the case when the measurement resolution is
g=lcm position measurement for the movement
range of 655m is provided. This is completely
satisfactorysolutionfor all the practicalapplications
of the realized hybrid encoder.For the smaller ranges
of the crane movement the proportional increase of
positional measurement resolution is possible. If
there is no need for that, it is useful to increase the
frequency
of
the
measurement
system
autocalibration. Owing to the realtzed encoder
flexibility, electronic encoder block can be simply
adapted to the chosen number of incrementsbetween
the two autocalibrations,that is, determinationsof the
absolute position. Thus, for the crane movement
range of 300m, 32, instead of 64 increments. can be
adopted within the absolute quantization step. The
autocalibration frequency, as well as the information
reliability about the crane displacement would be
increased twice in this way. The maximal possible
error under incremental working regime would be
twice as lower. In this way the functioning of the
suggested measure-transducing system under the
greater dirt of the measurement tracks would be
provided. Moreover, it is possible to adapt the
measuring system to the longer pseudorandom
sequences,by which the autocalibration frequency
would be, as circumstances require, additionally
increased.Considering all this has the aim ofpointing
both to the simplicity of measuretransducing system
adaptation to the concrete realization and to the
possibility of reliable realization of the crane
displacementprevention function.
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The highest working frequency of f=l2kHz is
establishedfor the realized hybrid encoder,as well as
the relative value of the maximally allowed crane
speed limit of V-",=12000kvant.step/s. For the
measurement resolution of g=lcm the crane
movement
speed
limit
would
be
V**=120mls=430kn/h. Obviously, from the point of
the measurement system functioning the crane
movement speed limit does not exist for the
application in this field. Moreover, at the realized
crane speed of V=36km/h=10m./s between the two
position determinationspassesT=lms. The resultsof
the experiment show that Tink=56ps is needed to
determine incremental position. The time which
passes, for 64 increments within the absolute
quantization step, between the two measurement
system autocalibrations at the accepted crane
movement speedis T=64ms.
When we take into consideration the
establishedrealized time of Tu=5.4ms neededfor the
measurement system functioning, a huge space for
the additional functions which a realized electronio
encoder can perform is obvious. Even more, the time
of Tu=J.{ps is establishedfor the case if it comes to
64 interruptions of the main program execution
because of incremental position determining, which
is not the case here (only 3 such interruptions are
possible). Therefore, by crane displacement
prevention, and with the aim of further price
reduction of the measure-transducing position
system,the solution using only one microprocessoris
suggested, which is shown in figwe 2. In other
words, there is no need to use two separateelectronic
encoder blocks for the position measurementof both
crane sides. We should emphasize here a great
flexibility of the developed hybrid encoder and a
relatively simple transition to the realization of
additional functions, such as providing the
information about the crane displacement.

t9
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BLECTRONIC CIRCUITFOR
MEASURING SIGNAL PROCESSING
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Figure 2. The measurement-trarxsducer
systemfor positioning and prevention of crane displacement
Applied microprocessor have two intemrpt inputs.
So, the one interrupt program used to determine
position of the crane side I and second of the crane
side II. By adding an OR circuit, figure 2, the
impulses, which are the result of the detected
transition of the incremental and code track sensor
heads of the crane side I, are brought to the
microprocessor input INTO. By entering into the
intenupt program the position of crane side I is
determined by the incremental method. Then, the
algorithm "absolute position" is also performed
during the interrupt program, but only in the case if
by the examination of the appropriate input port I pin
and of the appropriate memorized logical value it is
established that at the moment or in the meantime,
the transition to code track by any sensory head is

detected. If that is not the case, interrupt program is
over. On the contrary, if the transition on the code
track is establishedthe algorithm "absolute position"
is performed.
On the basis of the experiment results and the
realize.dfunctions. it is estimated that the time needed
for the reaiization of the interrupt program would
certainly be shorter than Tor-O.4ms.Regardlessof the
same interrupt program of microprocessor INT 1
input, the estimated values for V** and To, confirm
that according to this approach, it certainly will not
come to the interruption of the correct measurement
system functioning. In the worst case, a displacement
can be equal to the total amount of absolute errors
made during the position determining of both sides.
Experiment results point to the successfulfunctioning
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of the measurementsystem at the measurementtrack
dirt of 87o in the case of optical detection method
application (approximately 47o of wrongiy read bits).
It is considerable amount of measurementtrack dirt
and by adequate maintenance this percentage is
lower.

CONCLUSION
The proposed pseudorandom encoding for
position transducers has the notable advantage of
reducing the manufacturing complexity (and cost) by
reducing the number of the code tracks on the
encoded device. Owing to sufficiently high quality,
the suggested digital crane position transducer
simultaneously provides
crane
displacement
prevention. Highly reliable information about the
positions of both crane sides provides displacement
prevention. Presented test results of suggested
solution point to the superiority of hybrid
pseudorandomlinear encoder application. Cheap, as
weli as flexible, highly reliable solution is realized
owing to the new approach developed by new
methods [1,2,3,4] when we consider the solutions
known so far.
Experiment results have shown that the
system is fast enough so that the crane movement
speed limit does not exist from the steadpoint of the
measurement system functioning. There is enough
time for providing a number of additional system
functions. For example, a system for level of code
and incremental track dirt observation can be
provided. On the basis of the memorized positions of
detected errors, the information about the exceeding
of the established dirt limit, which points out ro rhe
code and incremental track parts with the highest
contamination, can be supplied.
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A CONVERTER FOR SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MOTOR
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Abstract-switched reluctance motors (SRM) have
comparable performance to induction motors- Power
convertersfor switched reluctance motors are more
complicated than power converters for induction
motors. That is the reason switched reluctance
rnotors have not found wider acceptance.This paper
presents a new power converter for switched
reluctance motors. For the first time, in dffirence to
all other switched reluctance motor drive topologies,
a converter without dc-link componentsis proposed.
All regime of u,,ork are described in detail and
verified by simulations
l.INTRODUCTION
Switched reluctance motor consistsof salient poles
stator with windings on each pole and salient poles
rotor with no windings or magnets at all. Energizing
the stator poles in an appropriate way allows a
continuos and controllable rotor movement to be
achieved, [1]. In Fig.1, a 6/4 motor is presented.The
principle of switched reluctance motor is known
since 19. Century, but only with advent of power
semiconductor switches started strenuous research
activity on this type of motor drives. The main
advantagesof switched reluctance motor are rugged
cost. The main
motor construction and low
are high acoustic
of
motor
disadvantagesof this type
ripple.
noise and high torque

is power converter. There are numerous power
converters for switched reluctancemotor but there is
not a simple, rugged, low cost and high performance
converter circuit, t5l, i6l. Based on basic motor
requirements, in this paper a new converter for
switched reluctance motor is presented. Section 2.
Contains brief description of torque production in
switched reluctance motor. In Section 3. Functionai
requirements for SRM converter are defined. In
Section 4. The new maffix converter is described.
Simulation results are presented in Section 5.
Conclusions are given in Section 6.
2. TORQUE PRODUCTION
The principle of electromechanicalconversion in
switched reluctance motor can be illustrated using
Fig.2. It is assumed that phase current can change
instantly.

Fig.}.6/4 SRM.
Torque ripple can be reduced if sonae of the
advanced control strategies for phase current
profiling is used, 121,l3l, [4]. Also, the level of noise
is lower with lower torque ripple and proper
mechanical design. In spite of its favorable
characteristics switched reluctance motors have not
yet found broad acceptance.The main reason for this

Fig"2. Torque production in switched reluctance
motor.
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Stator winding
inductance profile versus rotor
position is shown in the caseofequal rotor and stator
pole
width
and
saturation is
neglected.
Electromagnetictorque can be expressedas, [7],

_
_r .rdL(e.i)
I --1.
2- de

(1)

It is obvious that motor torque does not dependof
direction on current.
3. SRM CONVERTERR.EQUIREMENTS
According to principle of torque production it is
possible to fomulate some functional requirements
that an SRM converter should meet.
a) In order to limit or profile phase cunent it is
necessaryto control phase voltage. This regime of
work is especially important at low speed.
b) Voltage gain of the converter should be
maximum possible in order to control culTent at
higher speed.

c) Large fall time of phase current result 1 n
negative torque and this time can be reduced if
demagnetizingvoltage is sufficiently high.
d) It is necessary,at the same time, to control
current in one phase and force demagnetizing sorne
other phase of motor. This is very important for
reduction of torque ripple.
e) Maximum voltage at semiconductor switches
equal to input voltage.
f) It has not demand special motor construction
(bifilar windings).
g) Low number of semiconductorswitches.
h) Reducedsize of dc-link components.
4. PROPOSED MATRTX CONVERTER
The new matrix converter for 3-phase switched
reluctancemotor is presentedin Fig.4.
Converter consists of four equal groups of
switches. Each group consists of three bidirectional
switches.

Fig.3. Matrix converterfor SRM.
In order to switched reiuctance drive works
properly it is necessary to use suitable control
strategy. There are three possible states for each
motor phase:
State 1: Magnetization
State2: Freewheelins
State 3: Forced demagnetization.

In matrix converter there are numerous ways to
implement each of these states. Control strategy
presentedin this paper is based on detecting the line
voltage with highest absolute value. This is done in
order to get maximum voltage gain and the fastest
demagnetization. Considering phase 2 and timo
instant when the line voltage a-b is highest and
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positive magnetization can be done in one of two
following ways:
1)Qa2on and QObon, Fig.4.
2)Q2b on and QaOon, Fig.5.

done alternating between statesof magnetization and
demagnetization or alternating between states of
magnetization and freewheeling. It is preferable to
use freewheeling because this results in lower
switching frequency for the samecurrent ripple.
In order to reduce production of negative torque
it is important to be allowed simultaneous
phase
and
demagnetization of
off-going
magnetization of on-going phase. The converter
proposed in this paper support this regime of work.
As a result of such a regime, in the case of a 6/4
SRM, motor phasecurrents are bipolar.

Fig.4. Magnetization of phase 2 (1. method).
5. SIMULATION

Fig.S. Magnetization of phase 2 (2. method).
' It is important to note two possible directions of
phasecurrent.
The method for demagnetization depends on
method used for magnetization. If magnetization is
done with 1. method then the required switching
Fig.6, is:
sequence,[8], for demagnetization,
Turn on switch Qb2.
Turn off switch Qa2.
Turn on switch Q0a.
Turn off switch QOb.

RESULTS

Proposed matrix converter is simulated using
model developed in SIMULINK. Motor used in
simulations has followins characteristics:
a
J
Number of phases
36"
Stator pole width
360
Rotor pole width
Airgap
0.3mm
50.2mm
Rotor length
40
Resistanceper phase
13rnH
Lunalligned
5'lmLI
Lalligned
in Fig.8 waveforms of the simulated phasecuffent
and phasevoltage are shown.

itAl
2
I

0
-1
-z

8 rlmsl
(a)

Fig.6. Demagnetizationof phase 2.
( l.method magnetization)
Freewheeling can be cionein three ways. In Fig.7
is shown freewheeling in the case of connecting both
ends of phase2 to line b.

0
Fig.7. Freewheeling of phase 2.
During low speed operation, when the back-emf
is low, phasecumenthas to be controlled. This can be

2

4

6

8t[ms]

(b)
Fig.8.(a)motorphase current.(b)motorphase
vokage.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper a converter for switched reluctance
motor that operate without intermediate energy
storage is presented. In comparison to converters
with dc-link, the nerv converter has greater number of
switches, but cost of semiconductorswitches is much
smaller than cost of dc-iink components.The main
characteristicsof proposedconverter are:
Maxirnum switch voitage is equal io maximum
phasevoitage.
Equal maximum voltage for magnetization and
demagnetization.
Current ovedap of
two adjacent phases is
allowed.
In comparison to matrix converters for induction
motor this converter has three more bidirectional
switches, but control strategy is simpler and control
with only one current sensoris possible.
Further work on this converter shall include
experimental verification of the results presented in
this paper.
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DUE TO NOISY
DEGRADATIONIN COI{ERENTMSK RECEIVER.PERFORMANCE
CARRIERREFERENCESIGNAI,AND INTERFERENCE
Dragan Draca, Mihajlo Stefanovii, Aleksandra Vidovii
Faculty of Electronic Engineering, University of Nii, Yugoslavia

Abstract: In this paper the coherent detection of MSK
signal and a degradation in error rate performance
f'rom ideal due to an interference and a phase
discrepancy between the carrier of the received
signal and the carrier ofthe receiver are considered.
The error rate is calculated for the simple receiver
model with integrate-and-dump circuits. The
reference carrier signal unsteadinessis presented by
the probability densityfunction of thefirst order PLL
phase error, while the uncertainty due to an
interference is involved in the system model with a
random phase of cosine signal that accompanied the
useful signal.
1.

INTR.ODUCTION

In the analysis that follows the coherent detection
of Minimum Shift Keying (MSK) signals is
considered. In the real working condition, the
coherent reception of MSK systemis degradedby the
imperfect receiver reference signal. For these
reasons, the noisy carrier reference signal influence
on the error rate performance is investigated in this
paper. Besides the coupling between quadrature
channel components due to the phase-locked loop
(PLL) phase error, the cross-talking in different parts
of the communication system is also assumed. The
influence of these disturbancesis considered through
the error rate degradation. The error rate performance
with a noisy receiver carrier and interference is
numerical calculated for simple receiver model with
integrate-and-dump(ID) circuits.
MSK, known as well as Fast Frequency Shift
Keying (FFSK), can be observed as the special case
of Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) or the special case
of Phase Shift Keying (PSK). Thus, MSK is a
Continuous Phase FSK (CPFSK) modulation
technique with a minimum modulation index of 0.5
and also MSK is equivalent to Offset Quadrature
PSK (OQPSK) with sinusoidal pulse shaping. MSK
conservation technique has the advantageof being a
constant amplitude and constant phase signal with a
nalrow power spectral density and small error
probability ILl,l21.
MSK signal, as the special case of OQPSK, is
representedby following expression
mQ)= Ala,, PQ- z'T)cosa +
"r

-(z.n+t\r)sna"t,
ol.u,ufu

(1)

wherea, and b,, are derived by dividing the input data
stream into odd and even data streams,each with bit
duration 2I second and alisned so that an offset of T

seconds exists between them. Signal p{t)
modulating signal

/ \ l"or2,, l,l<r

p\t)=1"27'tt

I o, l'l'r

2.

is

(2)

SYSTEM MODEL

The MSK receiver model is given in Fig. 1 [1],
l2l, l3l, [4]. Besides the Gaussian noise at the
receiver inpvt n(t), the study in this paper takes into
account the imperfect carrier exuaction [3], [4] and
the presenceof the interference i(t) [5], while the bit
timing error is zero. The case when the frequency of
interference and signal are the same is considered
because that interference can't be removed by
filtering in the receiver before demodulation, i. e. a
receiver filter lets the useful signal through as well as
the interference. The interference is presented by the
sinusoidal signal with the random phase. The worst
case is when the interference phase is completely
unknown and therefore the uniformly distributed
random phaseis assumed[5].
Successful information transmission through a
coherent system requires a receiver capable of
determining or estimating the phaseand frequency of
the received signal. PLL is a device by means of
which the phase of a receiver carrier is obliged to
follow that of the input signal [6], [7]. But even when
the signal at the PLL input is completely known,
there is some uncertainty created by the additive
noise which accompaniesthe signal at the input' This
uncertainty is described by the probability density
function (p.d.f.) of the PLL phaseerror, i. e. signal is
multiplied by Zcos(a"t+E) in I channel and
2sin(att+E) in Q channel, where the phaseerror I is
a random variable. A nonlinear model of the first
order PLL is used for describing reference signal
extraction 16l, t7l, [8]. After demodulation decisions
are made in ID circuits. At last, ID outputs are
combined in the interleaver which operation is
complementary to that of the signal splitter in
modulator.
3.

MSKR.ECEIVERPERFORMAT.{CE

The error can occur in the I or Q channel of the
receiver shown in Fig. I, so if the P"1 and P"g are bit
effor rates for the I and Q channel, respectively, then
the resulting error rate is [9], [10]
t
l
P. =1P., *:P"n.
" 2 " 2 "

(3)
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Carrier
and
bit timing
recoYery

Figure l. MSK receiver.
The analysis that follows is performed for the I
channel. A similar analysis is hotd for the Q channel.
The white Gaussiannoise and the interferenceare
associatedto the signal in I channel

,,Q)=^Q)+tQ)*
"0=
-(zn-llr)sinot
=

A{b,_rpb
+ a, pQ-zrr)cos a.,"r
+
"t
+b,pft-(2.n+tplsina"t+r1cos(ar.r
+e)]+n(r)
( 2 n - l ) T3 t 1 ( Z n + l ) T
(4)
where 4 is an interferenceto signal ratio, 0 is a
random interference phase with the uniform
distribution
1

-n <0 <n .

p r l ? ) =^ .
27t

(5)

Noise iz(l) is narrow-band white Gaussiannoise with
two-sided power spectraldensity Ne/2
nQ)= n,(r)cos(ar,r+ rp)- nnQ)sin(at,t+ cp), 67
where n{r) and nq(t) are independent low-frequency
Gaussian random processes having a two-sided
power spectraldensiryN0 t9l, t101.
It can be shown that after multiplied by
R1(t)=/sgsS4t-2nT)/(27)l2cos(a,t + E) ourput is given
by (ignoring terms atZa"t)

,, Q)n,G) = A{a, cosEqQ- znr)+
+ a,, cos4ror!

T

q(t
- ' -2nT)+

- b n-,sinrp
- "i,"ff ab Qn lrl+

(8)

[,,Q)n,Qb,,

2T al-ty

it follows that the signal at the iD output at
= ( 2 n + I ) 7 ,y [ ( 2 n + I ) T f - / r i s

t

- ' l r,
y, = Alo, rorrp
* Lt! lo rinrp
' +!r1
n
n ' "os(o
- \ - 'efi*
L"
1

\2n+1)T

n', = L - ' - ' l ' ' r , ( , \ 2 r o r n ( ' - 2 n Td) ,
2T o,l-,v"'
2T

(e)
The sample n1 is a result of an applying linear
operation on a Gaussianprocessn{t) and,therefore it
is also a Gaussian variable with variance
^
j| |r,oz = 2ro"'" dtd,
| t
4 T ' ! r ! r '"ltlrlt>z"o"o' 2 T
2T

tto '
*
= + iils^a( "- 'r ) r,fr
o sssY4ty6x=
T"!,!,"'

2T

2T

T

Then the variable y1 for a given set of an, b,,, bn_r e
and I is also Gaussianwith a mean value A[a,cosE
+ (b,,-r+b)/ txinE +4r/trcos@-fl1 and v ariance & .
In I channel the error is made if " 1" is sent
(ao
= 1) and the ID output y7is less than 0 or if "0" is sent
(a,,= - 1) and the signaly7 is greaterthan 0 [9], [10].
Then the effor probability for the I channel
conditionedon a given set of&,_i, b,, E ,0 is
r.,(u,-,,
tt,,tp,o)= r(a,,= t).
[L

,t

7t
+ P(a" = -r).

1

- r)f*,,, qr,,,
,lol-*' * . Lo:!-sin<p
+I 4"os(g
-,.o..*.el

-rYt"*K-2Q\*
+4cos(e
2 r )

( 11 )

en -r)r s t s (2n+r)r

,\ [r, hl<r
a(rr=
io,i,i,,
Q)
Since the ID output is given by

'

.r { o l * , r * L , , : ! = - s i n +
e 1 4 c o s (- oq').] J* , , . Q' t-, ', ", t, , r . e l *

t b, sina sinllnp - Q.n+ jrl+
T

* n,Qp.
"orI!!!),
2T

y ,/Q\ ) =-|

As input data are independent, each having a 0.5
probability of being XL, P(a,,=I) = P(an= -I) = L/2
and P(b,,-1,b) = ll4, then after integration of eq. (11)
with respect to bn-r, bn, the conditional error
probability is seento be
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e"ncos\a.r+ e")+ nQ)=

P",(q,g)=

=t*l*"lh("o, o*Z,in,p
*! q"o,(oE))]-, ;ll*
* ! r1."r1e
L./2o 1"o*p 7t
))

,olr,,**rts-----.4

* r"nrl{(

^ l e ( c o s 9 - -zs r n
+ertcl
- |
L{2o \

7t

*.rt"[{["orELV2o1

-

4

\

n

(

for 2nT<t <Q.n+llt

\

2

. ^)

I
l+nt).

'+ncosu

a-cns

r

I

)

.

for\2n-lfi<t<2nT

(15)

(r2)

le' dt.

The signal to noise ratio at the integrator output as
a function of the energy-per-bit to noise spectral
densityratio at the receiverinput is

We assumethe first order PLL that has two-sided
loop bandwidth W;-A"nKl t6l, t71, [8], where K is a
loop gain and A"n is an amplitude of the equivalent
PLL input signal. Let the two-sided power spectral
density of the narrow-band Gaussiannoise at the PLL
input be N{2. Then the signal to noise ratio in the
loop is
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which leads to an expression for the error rate
dependenceon the signal to noise ratio at the receiver
inptt E/Ns.
At last, in order to get the error rate for the I
channel, the eq. (12) should be averaging with
respect to 0 and E. The interference phase has the
uniform distribution, eq. (5), while p.d.f. of the phase
error for the nonlinear PLL model is given by the
following approximation[6], [7]

exp(pa+a.osrp) r*?n
J"*o(-Bx-acosxpx,
t4n2 exp(-nB)r,u@\'

(r4)
where a is the signal to noise ratio in the loop and B
is the loop stress, which is responsible for the
asymmetry in p.d.f. Parameters a and S are related
not oniy to various PLL parameters,but also to the
noise and signal at the PLL input. Accordingly, to
derive p.d.f. of the phase error, the expressionfor the
noise and equivalent input signal is necessary(see
Fig.2)

where uo=2trl(NoiC is a signal to noise ratio in the
loop for the case when there is no interference,
ut=alqq.But, in the text that follows, becauseof
simplicity, the expression "signal to noise ratio in the
loop" will refer to parameterob.
d r+l

d r-1

b,

b "-r

2T

I

Figure 2. Set of bits at the PLL input.
In this paper it is also assumed that the
interference phase is a slowly varying phase and
therefore remains constant over bit duration. This
means that the phase derivate is zero, d0 ldt = A, i.e.
the loop stressB is t6l, I7l, [8]
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(11)
where 0,n is a phase of the equivalent pLL input
signal and pe is a PLL constant.As parametersd and
B are functions of a random variable g, as well as a
sampling point /, the expression (14) is the p.d.f. of
the phase error conditioned on 0 and t for a given
combination of bits in I and Q channels.Noting that
during the time interval 2T the probability of each
sampling point is equal, l/(27), eq. (14) is averaging
with respect to r in order to get the conditional phase
error p.d.f. over g for a given set of an, bn, bn-1,
P,p,onttn,ttnt(QlA.

This conditional p.d.f. of the phaseerror is shown
in Fig. 3 for different values of the signal to noise
ratio in the loop o6. It is obviously from the figure
that if the orsis greater,the p.d.f. is narrower, i. e. the
phase error uncertainty is less. This means that the
system error probability decreaseswith the increase
of the o5.
The average probability of error in the I channel
is then found by integrating eq. (L2) over e and 0and
it is

Figure 3. Conditional p.d.f. of the pLL phase error.
4.

Obtained results for MSK error rate as a function of
the signal to noise ratio at the receiver input E6lNs
ldBl=tO1ot1E| ) for different values of the signal
to noise ratio in the loop ft[dB]=161o*06 and for the
interference to signal ratio 11are shown in Fig. 4.
These results were obtained by numerical integration.
In the figure solid lines refer to the error rate when
there is no interference (n = 0). while the solid line
for o5 = - denotes the ideal system performance.
Results indicate that the system error probability
decreaseswith the increaseofthe signal to noise ratio
E/Ns and the signal to noise ratio in the loop aa and
with the decreaseofthe interferenceto signal ratio 4.
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A similar analysis leads to an expressionfor the Q
channel error rate, P"9, and the MSK error rate is then
P"= (P"1+ P"g)l 2.
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Figure 4. Error rate dependenceon signal to noise
ratio E/N6for dffirent values of signal to noise ratio
in the loop aa
It is seen from the figure that the imperfect carrier
extraction has the greater influence on the MSK
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detection than the interference.This can be explained
by noting that for the case when the ideal carrier
extraction can not be assumed, besides the noisy
reference carrier, the phase error entails the
cochannel interference, i. e. the Q channel signal has
the influence on the I channel error rate and viceversa. It is also obvious from the figure that the
interference influence is greater for the greater signal
to noise ratio in the loop o6. For oro= 10 dB the
referencecarrier unsteadinessis the major influence.
If the reference carrier unsteadinessis taken into
account, then for the large signal to noise ratio the
system error tends lo a constant value (BER floor)'
Naimiy, the greatestlower error bound is determined
by the nonideal extraction parameter 06. This means
that the noisy reference carrier influence can not be
completely compensatedby increasing the signal to
noise ratio E/Na. On the other hand, the signal to
noise ratio in the loop a0 aan increase by the apt
choice of the PLL structure and in that way the
decrease of the greatest lower error bound is
achieved. This is more clear in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 shows
the error rate dependenceas a function of the signal
to noise ratio in the loop o6 for a given signal to noise
ratio E/Ns. In the figure the error rate is also noted
for the case when the ideal carrier extraction is
assumed.As for the large value of oh the effor rate
tends to that of the ideal extraction case, this means
that with the enough large value of o5 the noise
influence at the PLL input can be compensated.
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Figure 5. Error probability as function of signal to
noise ratio in the loop crafor two vaLues of signal to
noise ratio E/N6

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper the phase error in the MSK receiver
carcier and a cross-talking between the I and Q
channels are assumed. Also, the phase error is a

random variable due to the noise and other random
PLL input process. Here, besides this imperfect
carrier extraction. the interference due to the
communication channel features is assumed. Since
the interference can be the consequenceof different
events, the interference phase has the uniforrn
distribution. The influence of the irnperfect reference
signal extraction is expressedby the p.d.f. of the first
order PLL phase en'or. Parameters of distribution
depend on the PLL structure, the equivalent noise
bandwidth of a loop, the loop gain, the useful signal
as well as the interference at the receiver input. For
the presentationof this problem the error rate, as the
measure of a quality of digital system, is numerical
calculated and the detailed analysis of the obtained
results is performed.
Results indicate that the reference carrier
unsteadinessis more unfavorable for the MSK signal
detection than the interference. It is possible to
determine the signal to noise ratio at the receiver
input necessaryto get the given error rate by means
of the described procedure. But, the larger useful
power due to the noisy carrier and interference means
the costiy system, and even ihen it is not always
possible to componsatethesebad influences.Namely,
the greatest iower error bound is determined by the
signal to noise ratio in the loop o6 and the
interference to signal ratio t:,. It is clear that the
increase of the useful power changes parameters ob
and 4 and decreasesthe greatest lower error bound.
On the other hand, the available useful power
depends on transmitter possibilities. The required
signal to noise ralio in the loop as canbe obtained in
another way by designing the PLL with the
appropriate loop bandwidth. The systemperformance
can be improved by decreasingthe loop bandwidth,
which must be sufficientiy iarge to permit tracking of
frequency variations in the received carrier. As a
result it is necessaryto make a compromise.Here, the
analysis of the carrier unsteadiness and interference
influence on the MSK system performance gives the
opportunity to optimize system parameters.
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EQUAL RIPPLE OPTIMIZATION OF GENER,ALIZED
CHEBYSHEV LOW.PASS FILTERS
Durael Budimir, NataSa Nikolii, Wireless CommunicationsReseatchGroup,
Department of Electt'onic Systems,{Jniversity of Westminster,London, United Kingdom.
Abstract-A numerical method for the optimizati.on of a
symmetrical lumped element lowpass filters with
Generalized Cheyshev response ri considered. By
exploiting lhe fact that a network based on generalized
Chebyshevprototype has a prescribed number of tuming
points in the insertion loss and an id.entical number of
independent paranteters which can be assigned os
vqriables to adjust their levels the method gives fast
converSence.
l.INTRODUCTION
When a common approach to the design of filters results
in a design passbandwhich differs considerably from that
which is specihed, optimization is required to tune the
filter elements to achieve a design that meets certain
requirements. Most microwave filters have not yielded
exact optimum synthesis. Taking into account parasitic
effects, high frequency operation, frequency dependent
elements, a narrow range of element values, and so on, a
common approach to design provides, at best, only
approximate answers. Not infrequently, a common
approach may be used to great advantagein providing the
initial points for optimization.
Lr

L3

L5

Lt

L'

Zo

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
The double terminated low-pass prototype network shown
in Figure la satisfres a generalized Chebyshev insertion
loss response. This characteristic in terms of insertion
loss,L, is given by

I

t/.,,,-,\il I

It

Lrw o -, ' / - ir

L = r + e2c o s h 2 .-{l()nc o s h -,'4l H
L

I l+cosh-'wf
,

i

where the ffansmission zeros are of order (n-l) at
w=lwo and one at infinity. n is an odd number equal to
f
R.t./ l
l-;
"
zto' -1
and
the degreeof rhe network, e =l10*
|

L

I

R.L. is the minimum return loss level (dB) in the
passband.
A typical insertion loss response is illusfiated in Figure
lb, where w- is the frequency of the minimum insertion
loss level in the stopband and wt

is the bandedge

frequency of the stopband
In general, approximate methods basedon the synthesisof
a generalized Chebyshev prototype to the design a
symmetrical filter will not meet the specifications
satisfied by (l). Assume that an nth degre symmetrical
lowpass filter has an insertion loss response11 of the form
shown in Figure lb. It exhibits m-l (m=n-I) zetos andrn'
2 ripples, the maxima of which occur at the frequencies/,

fs'...f^
Figure la. Generalised Chebyshevlow pass prototype
In this paper, we introduce an optimization procedure
based on equal ripple optimisation to optimise filters
based upon Generalized Chebyshev (see Figure lb)
function prototype. This method searches for tuning
points in the filter transfer function and forces the ripple
levels at these points to have specifred values. The method
requires knowledge of the filter insertion or return loss at
these points. The method will generate a set of equations
which are solved to give a new set of parameter values.
The cycle is then repeated, until the filter characteristic is
within an arbitrarily close value to the desired
specification. This technique requires less calculation of
the electrical parameters of frlter discontinuity than
generalisedoptimization routinesso far applied [1].

For a s)'mmetrical lowpass filter all of these m-2
The
frequencies lie within the specified passbandi =fi'
maximum
from
the
maximum
a
ripple
deviation.of
allowed insertion loss in the passband,Qn is a function of
the m=n+l symmetrical fi1ter parameter values required
to specify the bandpass filter. There are n-1 such
functions for the symmetrical case:
(2)
i=I,2,3,...,n-3.
Ei=Lr( fi)-L*
E, andE* are defined by:

E,=Lr(f,)-Ln

(3)

E^=Lt( f^)- L^

(4)

E", E^ are also functions of the m=n-l parameter values
of the symmetrical frlter.
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The specifications

L,( f )SL,

L,(f)> r.

,a<f<.f,
,f,<f<f,,

(5)

passband. The ripple maxima and minima are shown in
Figures2a, 2b, 2c and2d respectively.
Figure 2a showsj correctly centredat the maximum with

L , ( f , L f ) , L , (f , + L f ) < L , (f , )

Lr/dB

ol

for maximum.In Figure 2b the samplefrequency,l, is a
little off, so thefunctionis sampledat frequencies
slightly
hisherandlower.
1.,/dB

F r e qu e n cy
Figurelb. Insertion loss of generalized
Chebyshevlow passfilter.
are satisfied when
E i=

0 ,

i =

1,2,3

,..., ffi..

(6)

This is a systemof m=n-l nonlinear equationstn m=n-I
variablesfor the symmetricalcase. Solving (6) gives the
parameter values of a filter satisfying (5). The E; (i =
1,...,m) can be regarded as the components of an ru
dimensional error vector. Optimization is carried out by
equating each of these components to zero (a vector
process) ralbe{ tha.n minimizing the magnitude of the
vector (a scalai process).Thus equal ripple optimization
can be regarded as a vector procedure whereas general
purpose optimization routines are scalar procedures.
Usually the convergence criterion applied in general
purpose optimization routines is that the gradient, with
respect to the filter elements,of the magnitude of the error
vector is zero. However a zero gradient may correspond
to a local minimum and the error may not be truly
minimized. The convergence criterion applied in equal
ripple optimization is that each component of the error
vector is zero. Thus on convergence the error is reduced
to zero. The problem of local minima doesnot arise..

Figure 2. (a)fi on maximum, (b)f off maximum,(c)7t on
minimum and (d)ff offminimum.
By finding an equivalent parabola

(8)
Lr=a+bf+cf2
passing
through
thethreepointsatj ry,f, aodfi+ ga
correction is derived which can be applied to the
frequency j to bring it closer to the extreme (maxima).
The necessarycondition for the maximum of Lffi is that
)f
U
I J -I b + 2 c f

df

For a given set of filter parameter values these frequencies
can be approximatelylocated by calculating the insertion
loss on a coarse sample of frequency points in the

(e)

1.e.,

I

b
_

za
To apply an iterative nonlinear equation solver it is
necessary for a given set of filter parameter values to
know the insertion loss only at the bandedgefrequency,J,
(minimum) and at the ripple maxima. However, the
frequencies at which the ripple maxima occur are
unknown and are functions of the filter parameter values.

= o

(10)

where / locates the maximum of \(fl. The sufficiency
condition for the maximum of Lffi is that

t 4' < o
d.f

(11)

The correct location and amplitude of the ripple maxima
can be found, by using the above procedure (quadratic
interpolation [5]) in the last few iterations.
Figures 2a and 2c show I correctly centred at the
maximum and minimum with (7) for maximum and
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L , ( f , - 4 f ), L r( f ,+ L f )> L ,( f , )

( 12)

for minimum.
In Figures 2b and 2d the sample frequency, i , is a little
off, so the function is sampled at frequencies slightly
higher and lower. By finding an equivalentparabola (8)
passing through the three points at ft - Af, fi andfl +Af a
correction is derived which can be applied to the
frequency I to bring it closer to the exffeme (minima or
maxima). The necessarycondition for the maximum (or
minimum) of Lffi is given by (9) and (10). The
sufficiency condition for the maximum of Lffi is given by
( 1 1 )a n d

n't: , o
df'

(13)

for the minimum.
By using the above procedure (qrradratic interpolation [6])
in the last few iterations, the correct location and
amplitude of the ripple maxima and minima can be found.

FOR SOLVING
3. THE ALGORITHM
SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS

THE

The Newton-Raphson method [5] is a rapidly convergent
technique for the solution of a system of nonlinear
equationsif a good initial approximationis available. The
number of times the function is evaluated in the processof
finding its root is the usual measure of computational
effort. This includes function evaluations required to
calculate derivatives numerically.
By using finite difference the Jacobian matrix of the n-l
nonlinear functions defined by equations (2)-(5) can be
calculated numerically. For a given set of filter parameters
the finite difference calculation of the Jacobian matrix
requires the evaluation of

t
1(
(17)
x k - .) E ( x o )
xt = xk-l - J
(k=1,2,...)
and /' is the
where ft is the iteration number
inverse of the m x m Jacobianmatrix evaluatedat
1.
has been calculated using (17)
l<
Once /
f# Xi= 1,2,...,n-I ) canbe approximatedby

f , ( , n ) = f , ( * o - t) +

F,(*),=.r(*o''*0,')
(18)

The above identifies the regions within the passband
which need to be sampled in order to calculate E(f ) (and
ldD. lhe response and errors after each iteration are
computed again with the new corrected parameters,until
the errors arejudged to be sufficiently small.

4. EVALUATION

OF THEJACOBIAN

In the Newton-Raphson method t5l, the most complex
task is evaluatingthe JacobianJ of E(x) in (6). This can be
done either numerically or, when possible, analytically. In
this work, a numerical approach has been adoptedbecause
we do not have analytic expressionsfor the functions. In
general, an n-dimensional system of equations requires
m-I function evaluations to calculate E(x) and J
numerically using finite difference. The Jacobian matrix
of the m nonlinear functions is defined bv
}Et

}Et

0E,

ah

A"

Ar-

oEt oEt

oy, oy,

0Ez

(le)

o1)

] =

E( n,n,....q +6 ti,.. x*t ),

i = 1 , 2 , . . , n -l , , j = 1 , 2 , . . . n - 1

(r4)

where x1,x2,....,xn-1
denote the n-l parametersrequired to
specify a symmetrical filter.
By using sampling and quadratic interpolation, as outlined
in the previous section, the evaluation of (E) generatesas
a by-productthe value of
f ,( x,,xz,"",xi+6 xi,",x,-t ),

i = 1 , 2 , . . , n1-, , j = 1 , 2 , . . . nI The partial derivatives
A f

?,

i = 1 , 2 , . . , n - 1 , , j1=, 2 , . . . n - l

(1s)
(16)

d x.i
can thus be readily evaluated using finite diflerence.
Denoting by x and E the n-I dimensional vcctors with
components xi(i=1,2....,n-I) and E,(i=1,...,n-I) the
Newton-Raphson method has the general form [5]

af,, 9l-

oy, oy,

af*
oy,

All blocks defined by (19) can be calculated numerically
using frnite difference for a given set of filter parameter
values.
5. NUMERJCAL IMPLEMENTATION
RIPPLE OPTIMIZATION

OF EQUAL

To apply the equal ripple optimization technique
described above to the design of lumped element lowpass
filters it is necessary, for a given set of filter element
values, to be able to calculate the insertion loss on a
sample of frequency points within the specified passband.
For a lumped element lowpass filter ffigure la) the
insertion loss and retum loss can be expressedin terms of
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an ABCD maffix. The overall filter response(insertion
loss (!) and return loss (Zf) can be expressedin terms
of elements of the total ABCD matrix of the filter at each
frequency (by directly combining the ABCD matrices of
the individual filter elements) as

Lt = 20 fof ,r(
\

Ln= 20 Log,r(

A + B+ C + D
,L

4I zI C I D
A+B

l

(20)

(21)

D

Table 2. Parameter values for the 5th order lowoass filter
after optimization.
rffzatron.
Parameters
Parametervalues

Lr (nH)

0.7887

L2 (nH)
C, (pF)
La (nH)

0.1920
0.2290
r.t599

La (nH):
C, (pF)
Ls (nH)

0.2290
0.7887

o.r92a

6. NTIMERICAL RESULTS
In order to illustrate our approach,a fifth order lumped
element lowpass filter with the following specifications
Cut-off frequency: 15 GHz
Passbandreturn loss: 10 dB
Insertion loss: 40 dB at 30 GHz.
Source and load impedances:50 S)
has been designed. The filter can be described by 4
parameters:inductors (Ll,L3) and capacitor (L2,C2) as
marked in Figure 3. We used equal ripple optimization
with L1, L2,L3 and C2 as variables for filter shown in
Figure 3. The optimization variables before and after
optimization are listed in Tables I and.2. Figure 4
shows the calculated return loss (dashed line) and
insertion loss (solid line) of filter before optimization.
The return loss (dashed line) and insertion loss (solid
line) calculated using the filter elements obtained on
convergenceare shown in Figure 5.
Lr

L.r

0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

Freqency [Ghz]
Figure 4. Simulated Insertion and Retum loss of
generalizedChebyshevlow passfilterbefore
optimization.
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Figure 3. Generalized Chebyshevlow-passfilter
Table I. Parameter valuesfor the 5'horder lowpassfiber

Figure 5. Simulated Insertion and Return loss of
generalized Chebyshevlow passfrlter after optimization
7. CONCLUSION

Parameters
Lr (nH)

Lz (nH)
C, (oF)
Lr (nH)
L+ (nH)
Ca (pF)

Ls fuII)

Parametervalues

0.4546
0.4500
0.i650
0.8890
0.4500
0.1650
0.4546

The method presented here offers a simple but reliable
method for optimization of lowpass filters with
Generalized Chebyshev function prorotype. The method
provides fast convergence.
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HARDWARE VOTER ARCIIITECTURE WITH IMPLEMENTED
HAMMING CODE LOGIC
Mile K. Stojdev,Milo5 D. Krstii, Goran Lj. Dordevii, Ivan D. Andrejii, Facuttyof ElectronicEngineeringNii
Abstract-Voting in the pres.ence of output values respective SEs at slightly different times or of course,
dissemination among redundant sensor elements (SEs) due to failure of one of the SEs [3]. The proposedTMR
design solutions of SEs' data handling are based on
is one of the main problem associatedwith the design of
triple modular fault tolerant data acquisition systent median-selector similar selectionrule [1,3,4] so that
redundant voters can pick a cornmon input value for
(DAS). Although over the past few years many dffirent
processingby the rest of the FTDAS. But, the majority
algorithms have been proposed for overcoming this
voting based on median-select is not an appropriate
problem, they are not suitable for real-time DAS due to
design
choice in a caseof simultaneouspresenceof any
their excessivetime overhead.
two
different
classical and non-classical failures since
To remedy this problem we propose a new method in
there
is
no
signal
selection rule that can pick a cofltmon
this paper that : i) requires little time overhead by using
input
(We
values.
assume that SEs' output value
hardware instead of sofnuare mid-value selection
algorithm, ii) need installation of four instead of three disagreementand data transfer effors are typical nonclassical failures, while hardware failures of SEs or
sensor elements in order to detect transmission error
hardware failures of input-interface-modules(IMs) are
during data transfer between SE and voter logic, and
classical
failures). In environment requiring extremely
iii) usestwo types ofoutput signals, a voted value and a
high
reliability,
such as FTDAS, voting methods must
congruency status level. The method is signifi.cant in
provided which can give tolerance against two
be
that the voter logic cqn be implemented as a VLSI IC
arbitrary different failure types (classical and nonwith redundancy designed into the internal chip
classical).
In order to cope with this problem we
architecture. To show the feasibility of our method, an
propose implementation of two-steps processing.
example of hardware implementation is shown. This
implementation turns out to be simpler than the other During the first step, a single non-classicaldata transfer
software and hardware methods and also retain the error per each channel (channel is a serial connection
voting capabilities of the fauh tolerant DAS. The between SE and IM) can be detectedand corrected. We
treat a double error as an uffecoverable transmission
fficacy of the voting algorithm was establishednot only
error
and in a case when it is unique for all four input
by analysis but also by means of simulations of error
channels,
we substitute one of the three primary
injection, and a possibility of the hardware to detect &
effoneous
channels
with a fourth spare one. The second
correct errors, and report them.
step involves a voting on three selectedchannelsbased
on mid-value select scheme.
I,. INTRODUCTION
Hardware redundancy may be used in a variety of
manners to achieve fault tolerance. One of the best
known techniques is a triple modular redundancy
(TI\{R) scheme. TMR divides a nonredundant circuir
into modules and replicates each module thrice. A
majority voter is used on the outputs of the triplicated
modules. Such a scheme has also been referred to as
masking redundancy because failures that affect only
one of the three modules are masked by the majority of
the nonfailed modules. Most of the published works
[1,2] on TMR make one crucial assumption: In faultfree operation all three inputs to the voter are equal. In
fault tolerant data acquisition systems (FTDASs) the
remote sensor (SE) is replicated at each location of the
monitored technological process with goal to allow
tolerance of SE failure. However. it is well known that
the outputs of redundant SEs cannot be guaranteedto
match even in the absence of faults. Namely, the SE
readings differs due to slight differences in their
calibration, physical location (of SEs) in respect to
referent one, induced noise, inserted errors during data
transfer between remote SE and input-interface-module
(input stageof FTDAS), or becausethe systemreads the

This paper present the design of a voter circuit referred
as a hardware mid-value select architecture (HMVSA)
with implementedHamming code logic.
2.

RBLATED WORK

Over the past twenty-five years, several
hardware/softwaretechniquesfor voting, when the nonfaulty SEs outputs are unequal, have been developed. A
large volume of work concerning this type of voting
exists, covering different types of FTDASs and methods
of implementation [1,2,5] We will focus now, by our
opinion, to short analysis of six design solutions that are
more typical. The first calied arithmetic middle value
(AMV) is basedon selectionof AMV of the three as the
correct value []. In the second approach, referred as
weighted average scheme (WAS), a corresponding
weight is assignedto each SE's output value according
to how close the SE's output was to the selectedvalue in
the previous cycle l4l, The third, called the mid-value
selection (MVS) approachchoosesa mid-value from the
three available in the TMR system by selecting the
value that lies between the remaining two [1]. In the
fourth, called quorum-majoriry voting (QMV) a
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threshold defining a quorum is set such that the nonfaulty tasks will always control the majority vote [6]. In
the fifth, most significant bits voting (MSBV), voting is
only performed on the ft most significant bits of the SEs
output data, while the least significant bits of the
information are ignored [1]. In the sixth, refered as
common voter module (C\AII), the voting procedure is
based on a bit-by-bit principal and out-of-range
checking [3]. The AMV, WAS, MVS and QMV are
software techniques, while MSBV and CVM ate
hardware techniques. Software techniques are time
consuming, so when events happen quickly the MSBV
and C\/IVI approachesare Preferable.
3.

GLOBALSTRUCTURE

Figure 1a presents a single channel block diagram
of the input section of the FTDAS assumed in the
development of the HMVSA. The channel consists of
four identical SEs and single HMVSA. The HMVSA is
composed of two entities, denoted as input-subsystem
and voter-subsystem. The input-subsystem consists of
four interface modules (IMs). The SEs are located in
lieu of a process.To each SE one IM is appended.Data
transfer between SE and IM is serial. F-ordetection and
correction of data transfer effors we use Hamming
Coding technique. It allows us to detect and correct a
single error in each of the transferred SE's output data,
and to detect double effors. Double error is ffeated as an
unrecoverable transmission error. To overcome the
situation when one double error during data transfer
appearswe have extended the number of redundant SEs
to four. In this case, the erroneous data is substituted
with a correct data accepted from a spare channel. The
IM is implemented as a double buffer with mutually
switcheableinput and output sections.The pair SEa:IMa
is used as a spare one. Ifduring simultaneousserial data
transfer through any of the input channelsa single error
appearsit can be detected and corrected. Appearanceof
a double error in any one of the three channelsX1, X2 or
X3 can be bypassed by substituting the erroneous data
with the spare one coming from channel &. The midvalue-select-voter logic is composed of two building
blocks, status-forming logic (SFL) and voter logic
MW. For each sensedvalue two types of information
are presented to the host, a voted-status, Vstat, and
voted-value, Vout. The voted-status: (a) points to the

congruency level of the accepted SEs values; and (b)
signals the unrecoverable eruor(s) in a coresponding
channel(s). The voted-value corresponds to the midvalue seiectedSE input.
A total time needed the data to pass from input to
output of the HMVSA is referred as a processing-cycle'
It includes, as is sketched in Figure 1b)' three
overlapping phases of equal time duration called as
data-in, status-forming, and voting. Pipeline technique
is used as a principle of data processing. The interface
modules are involved in a data-in processing phase,
while the hardware of MUX-section and mid-valueselect-voter take part during status-forming and voting
processing phases.An architectural organization, based
on phase overlapping of all three different activities,
allows us to use efficiently the HMVSA's hardware
resources.
4. DATAPATH OF THF,INTERFACE

MODULE

The hardware structure of the IM's datapath is
given in Figure 2. It is composed of three constituents:
(light' shaded blocks); (b)
(a) channel-A-logic
(dark
shaded block); and (c)
channel-B logic
(not
shaded blocks). Each IM performs
common-logic
functions:
the following three
(l) data buffering - provided by two pairs of shift
registerssr-inA:sr-outA./sr-inB :sr-outB ;
(2) error detecting and correcting - constituents
MUX3, ExOR array and logic gatesC3, C2 and Cl take
part in error detecting process,while the building blocks
Dec-5122 and logic gates from X1 to X16 are involved
in a processof error-correction.
(3) statusfornting- for the selectedchannel A/B the
coder Cod-312 generates an cornmunication status
which is latched in dual flip-flop FA/FB and then
passed through the M[IX2 at tha output as a two-bits
status signal st-i. Communication status may indicate:
correct operation, handshake error between SE and IM'
corrected single transmission error or unrecoverable
transmissionerror.
If the SE operatestoo slowly, so that it exceedsthe
a priori time limit imposed by the IM, the interval
timer, I-Timer, generatesa term-cout'tt that drives the
Cod-312. Otherwise the I-Timer, which operates as a
programmable one-shotcircuit, is retriggered, hence the
term-count output will remain low;
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Fig. I Hardware structure ofinput section and processing offauh+olerant data acquisition system
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Fig.2 Datapath of the interface module (IM)
Notices: Abbrevintions sdi-i, st-i, and sdo-i standfor serial-data-in, status_error_i and serial_data_out, ofthe ith input channel, respectively
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5.

THEVOTINGALGOR.ITHM

Let Vmin, Vmid and Vmax represent, a minimal,
mid (voted) and maximal input sensed values,
respectively. HMVSA from input values generatestwo
main output values:
( 1) R=g(Vmin,Vmid,Vmax)=Vmid -voted value; and
(2) L=p(Vmin,Vmid,Vmax) - congruency level.
If all three differences (differences between Vmin,
Vmid and Vmax) are less then t we conclude that high
congruency among the sensed values exists. When
Vmax-Vmin>e while Vmid-Vmin<e and Vmax-Vmid<e
we say that a decreasedlevel of congruency appears.
This case coffesponds to the situation when all SEs
generate output values that are within a range of the
allowed full-scale inaccuracy limits (boundaries)' The
voting is characterized with low level of congruency
when one of the difference Vmid-Vmin ot Vmax-Vmid is
less then e, while the other is greater then s. In this case
one of the SE generatesa value which is out-of-range
concerning the specified full-scale inaccuracy' In a
classical sensethis meansthat its value is outvoted as an
unacceptable quantity, so some actions concerning
system integrity are needed. For example, replacement
of a defective SE with a correct one. If the differences
Vmid-Vmin and Vmax-Vmid are greatet then t we say
that a failure is detected. This case signals to a
catastrophic situation, i.e. operator intervention is
obligatory.
6.

SIMULATION

MODEL

In a concrete case we have decomposed the
complete simulation procedure into two steps. The first
one deals with operation of the IM and points to
justification of the Hamming code implementation. Also
it shows Hamming coding superiority in respect to the
IM schemewhich involve single parity bit encoding'
The second step relates to performance evaluation
of the HMVSA. It considers the overall HMVSA
operation taking into account both the dissemination of
SEs'output values and communication elrors.
6.1STEP ONE
Our simulation model treats the IM as an
interconnection network with four input and three
output ports. The IM's response is simulated by
injecting a specified number of errors in each set of four
input coded dataat arbitrary bit positions.
Figure 3 plots the expected number of correct IMs'
out data, as a function of the number of injected e{rors,
for two coding schemes: coding based on involving a
single parity check bit [7], and coding based on
Hamming-code.
As can be seen from Fig. 3, in both cases,due to
implementation of a spare channel the system tolerates
existence of single error. The system which uses

Hamming-coding can tolerate two errors. In both cases
as the number of injected errors increases- the expected
number of correctly generatedresults at the iMs output
decreases.It is evident that implementation based on
Hamming-code has superior performance in respect to
single parity check bit coding as we implemented in [7].
Note that for correct voting operation at least two
communication error-free data are needed. For single
parity check bit coding scheme this system'sthreshold
of two correct results is reachedjust with two errors. By
implementing Hamming coding the threshold of two
correctresultsis moved to six errors.
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Fig.3 Expectednumber of correct IMs' out data, as a
function of the number of iniected errors
6.2 STEP TWO
The second simulation step assumes that
dissemination of IM's output data is direct consequence
of:
(1) SE's full-scale inaccuracY
(2) number of errors that appear during data
transfer
The obtained results during simulation are given in
Fig. 4. The results relate to the congruency level of the
values obtained at the HMVSA output in term of the
number of injected errors for various SEs full-scale
inaccuracies.
In general the congruency level decreases as ihe
number of errors increases, and full-scale inaccuracy
decreases.
Finally let note that implementation of one spare
channel and Hamming-coding significantly improves
system tolerance to communication errors' The involved
congruency level of output data, as an additional voting
status attribute, improves in a great-deal the diagnostic
capability of the HMVSA.

--1r- 2o/o
--e*1%
0,50%
--$*0,20%

Fig.4 Congruency level L as afunctian of injected
efrors
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6.IMPLEMENTATION
For O,8trrm CMOS
technology the chip
encompassesa complexity of about 6850 gates (input
section 4620, MUXS section 14, MVSS section 1339,
output section 311, and conrrol logic 495 (details
concerning control logic implemented as a multiple
FSMs (finite state machines) organized in a pipeline
fashion are omitted in this paper).
7.

CONCLUSION

The work presented here was inspired by the
observationsthat data generatedat the output of remote
sensorelementsin triple-modular real-time fault tolerant
data acquisition system cannot be guarantied to match
even in the absence of faults. This paper presents an
algorithm and voter hardware structure thanks to which
we implement a mid-value voting selection criterion.
The voter logic is implemented as a linear
interconnection structure with three processing stages
connected to form a pipeline. The hardware mid-value
select architecture as an ASIC has been synthesized
from a pure algorithmic-level specification. It has to be
pointed that voting principle presented in this paper
includes only part related to voter data path since
datapath design is our rnajor concern. The salient
feature of the proposed mid-value select voter is that
only data transfer to the host is implemented parallel,
while the interface with remote sensor elements and
other signal processing activities related to
multiplexing, voting, and status forming (deals with
congruency level) are performed bit serially. Significant
energy and hardware reductions have been achieved
using bit-serial datapath, as compared with the
traditional approach where parallel voter, multiplexers
and other loeic is used.

Additionally we have studied both the effecrs
related to the number of injected transmission effors,
between sensor elements and voter module, and the
effects of disseminationof sensor elements'output data
on voter performance. Simulation results confirm the
validity of implementation of both the Hamming-coding
logic and voter-status
logic.
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DISTRIBUTEDMEASUREMENTAND CONTROLSYSTEMBASEDON
MICROCONTROLLERSWITH AIJTOMATICCONFIGURA'TION
Vujo Dmdarevii, Miodrag Bolii, Branko SamardZii
Institute of Nuclear ScienceVINCA, Electronics Departrnent,P.O.Box 522, 11001 Belgrade, Yugoslavia

link is the economic serial common bus. By
application of the important principle of economic
use of common resources consisting of a common
bus and a central processor, it is possible to reach a
high-quality solution for a complex system for data
acquisition and automation, maintaining high speed
of operation and efficiency.
The central unit of a modern distributed
system is most frequently a personal computer (PC).
Thanks to the well known characteristics of
hardware and wide-spread and cheap software with
integrated measurement and control functions, PC is
most cases [3]. There are
a good choice in
applications, however, which do not require the
power and resources of a personal computer, but
small dimensions,low costs and operation in diffrcult
Typical
climatic and mechanical conditions.
examples are the supervision and control systemsin
vehicles and industrial machinery. Such a data
acquisition and control distributed system based on
an 8-bit microcontroller is describedin this paper.

The paper describes a distributed
Abstract
measurement and control system of an open
architecture based on microcontrollers' The systemis
configured automatically. Due to its adaptive
sof'tware structure, adding of new types of distributed
units does not require changes of the sofiware. The
elements of the system are interconnected by ftienns
of a serial common bus according to the reduced OSI
protocol. The proposed concept was tested in a
Atmel
using
8-bit
system developed by
series.
Apart
and
89C
of
895
microcontrollers
from
the central unit, intelligent distributed units were
developed for the control of a stepper motor,
programmable linear movement, control of halogen
lamps, acquisition and generation of analogue,
digital and timing pulses and a real time clock.
INTRODUCTION
A modern industrial data acquisition and
control system consists of a number of intelligent
units located next to the control process or facility.
Intelligent dishibuted units are interconnected and
connected to the central unit by a common bus. Such
a conception of distribution and decentralisation of
the functions of the system is founded on application
of embedded microcontrollers and low power
integrated electronics for signal conditioning and data
conversion and a standardised fieldbus for
communication[1,2].
The intelligent distributed unit collects input
data, produces outputs, carries out complex digital
signal processiong, stores data and, along with the
results, transmits status and diagnostic data. Via a
common processor or an additional communication
processor connection is established with other units
or the cenffal unit. The most commonly used physical

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
The distributed data acquisition and control
system has a modular stnrcture and consists of a
central unit and distributed units (Figure 1). The
cenffal unit configures the system, controls the work
of the system and displays measuring, status or
diagnostic data for the selected distributed unit. The
distributed unit can have both measuring and
controlling functions. The operation of the distributed
unit is autonomous and takes place on the basis of
parametres entered through the central unit. A
specific type of distributed unit is the real time clock
(RTC) which provides the system with the data on
exact time and date.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of distributed system
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The central unit consisted of a 8-bit Atmel
AT89C55 microcontroller. This microcontroller has
20 kB internal flash memory, which is quite
sufficient for storing the system program. External 4
kB RAM is used for temporary data storage. I2C
protocol is used for communication between the
external RAM and the microcontroller. Serial RS-485
interface is achieved by Analog Devices ADM485
tranciever. This circuit enablescontrol of sending and
reception of data. To restore proper operation of the
system in case of inadvertent conuption, watch-dog
timer LTC1232 has been added.
For the follow-up of the system's operation
and entering of working parametresof the distributed
unit a simple terminal is used which consists of an
alphanumericalLCD display with capacity of two 16characterlines and four function keys marked with t,
J, { and X. The program of the microcontroller
consists of three parts: the part which refers to the
communication protocol, the part of the program
which operates as the interpreter of the
communication string, and the part which controls
the user interface, i.e. the terminal. Figure 2 shows
the block diagram of the central unit.
MICROCOMOLLER

BU7:ZER
I

t

P3_7

generation of analogous, digital and tirnkrg signals
and real time clock. Figure 3 shows an example of a
distributed unit used to control a two phase bipolar
steppermotor. L293D four push-pull drivers are used
to control the stepper motor. The change of rotation
speedis achievedby PWM control, and the changeof
direction by the change of time sequenceof control
signals.
The system operates in two steps. The first
step consists of allocation of addresses and the
second refers to configuration of the system. After
turning on, the central unit detects the connected
distributed units. A distributed unit which is out of
order, which has no addressor the addressof which
is invalid shall be ignored. The detected distributed
units are attributed corresponding menus used for
setting unit parameters.
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Figure 2. Cen*al unit
The distributed unit is an intelligent
addressablemodule which operatesautonomously in
the system. It independentiy controls the acquisition
and the generation of the signals, carries out complex
calculations and communicates with the central unit.
The central unit presents the status and changes of
operating parameters of the distributed unit. Each
distributed unit contains a 8-bit Atmel AT89C4051
microcontroller. The configuration string and
operating parametersof the distributed unit are stored
in 8 kB AT24C65 EEPROM. The microcontroller of
the distributed unit has three main firnctions: it
controls the hardware, processessignals and data and
communicates with the central unit. In order to
perform the functions assigned to it, each distributed
unit has specific circuits used as an interface between
the microcontroller and the physical phenomenon
that is measuredor the processthat is controlled.
A number of distributed units were
deve'loped with different functions: connecting of
sensorsand measuring of physical quantities, control
of stepper and dc motors, programmable linear
movement, control of operation of haiogen lamps,

Figurez. oNtrturIZi"ilri,,rra tu controlstepper
motor
After automatic detection and configuration
of the programs of distributed units, they work
autonomously with the most recently set parameters.
Setting of operating parameters, reading of results
and status and dagnostic information is achieved via
the cenffal unit terminal. By using the keys of the
terminal, a user selects the unit he/she wishes to
address, moves through the menus which refer to
individual
unit
functions, changes function
parameters or reads results or status. Movement
through menus is achieved in the same way, which
contributes to simple and easy setting of parameters.
Immediately after being set, a parameteris forwarded
to the distributed unit where it is stored in EEPROM.
COMMUNICATION

PROTOCOL

Interconnection of elementsof the system is
caried out according to the reduced OSI model [4].
This model is convenient for defining protocols for
industrial communication. According to the reduced
OSI model, the communication protocol is defined in
three layers: the physical layer, the transport layer
and the application layer.
The physical layer is achieved through a
standard RS-485 serial interface. A twisted pair is
used for the transfer of data. The maximum of 127
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modules can be connectedin the network with multidrop topology. The maximum cable length depends
on ffansfer rate. At transfer rate of 9.6 kb/s it is 1200
m, and at transfer rate of 10 Mb/s, the maximum
cable length is 100 m.
The
ffansport layet defines access
techniques to the network, addressing of data and
detection of errors in the transfer. The accessto the
network is centralized with the central unit as the
master in the bus. Distributed units are slave units.
The master, by applying time multiplex techniques,
allocatesaccesstime to distributed slave units.
Data contain nine bits, the most significant
bit being the control one, and the eight iess
significant ones are the information bits. The logical
unit at the place of the control bit meansthat the first
byte of the command is being transferred. This byte
is always the address of the distributed unit the
central unit is addressing.
The application layer defines the format of
the package and it interprets the content of
transferred commands. The transfer of commands
takes place in one direction only - only the central
unit can send commands to distributed units. The
commands may be universal and addressed. An
addressed command refers oniy to a selected
distributed unit. Universal commandsrefer to all the
units connectedto the bus.
The format of universal commands consists
of a string of bytes which define: the common
address, the code of the command, the number of
parameters and the value of the parameters. The
central unit does not require distributed units to
respond to universal commands.There are two types
of addressedcommands: commands for sending and
the commands for reception of parameters. The
procedure of sending of parameters towards a
distributed unit is presentedin Figure 4. By sending
the address.the central unit selectsa distributed unit.
The selecteddistributed unit confirms its readinessto
dispatch information by sending its address to the
central unit. Then the central unit sendsthe command
to the distributed unit, along with the number of
parametersand the operating parametersthemselves.
Regularity of the transfer is testedby application of a
sum check. If the data package is not successfully
transferred after three attempts,the messageabout an
elror appears on the terminal of the central unit.
During reception of data, direction of the transfer
changes along with the number of transferred bytes,

while the format of data remains the sarne.
Interpretation of the command, which is
correctly transferred, takes place on the application
layer of the distributed unit. Commands may refer to
configuration of the system, status check of
distributed units and reading or change of operating
parameters.Part of the protocol, which refers to autoconfiguration ofthe systemand setting ofparameters,
has been consideredin details in [5].
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Figure 4. Sending of parameters towards a
distributed unit
AN EXAMPLE OF SETTING PARAMETERS
The procedure of setting parameters is
illustrated on the example of a distributed unit which
is used in stepper motor control. Parameterswhich
can be set are the stepper motor speed (0 to 10
rotations per minute in increments of 0.10 rotations
per minute), rotation direction (left, right and
alternate)and rotation angle (0o to 355oin increments
of 5o). Setting of the rotation angle has senseonly if
the alternate mode of operation is selected. The
angle, speed and direction are examples of decimal,
rational and string type parameters,respectively.
Figure 5 shows the appearanceofmenus and
functions of keys while setting parametres of the
distributed unit used for stepperrnotor control. Since
in the system it is possible to find more than one unit
the unit the
for control of the stepper motor,
parametresof which are being set is first selectedby
means of t and J, and then the parametres of the
selectedunit are set.
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Figure 5. Appearance of menusandfunctions of keys while setting parametres of the distributed unit
usedfor
steppermotor control

CONCLUSION
A distributed measuring and control system
with open architecture and automatic configuration is
described in the paper. The requirement that the
central unit operate in extended temperature range
and in aggravatedexploitation conditions, that it be
simple and efficient, is met by application of an S-bit
microcontroller central unit.
Thanks to the adaptive sffucture of the
system software, extension of the system by a new
distributed unit or a unit of the new type does not
require any changesof the software. This possibility
was enabled by introduction of a set of generic
commands of the distributed unit which, together
with the current values of parameters,form adequate
configuration strings. All functions of the distributed
unit are defined on the basis of the content of
configuration strings.
Thanks to the adaptive structure of the
software it was also possible to arrive at a flexible
solution of the distributed system with automatic
configuration and an optimum use of memory space.
Extension of such a system by new distributed units
practically does not lead to the extension of the
program. By application of a fixed software structure.
the magnitude of the program would linearly grow
with the increase of the number of connected
distributed units.

By application of the concept described in
this paper a distributed measurement and control
system was developed, which contains distributed
units for the conffol of a stepper motor,
programmable linear movement, control of operation
of halogen lamps, control of operation of a real time
clock, connection of analog and digital input-output
signals and other. The central unit of the system was
made of an Atmel AT89C55 microcontroller.
Distributed units were developed by use of Atmel
AT89C4051 microcontrollers and 8 K EEPROM.
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THE COMMT]NICATION TASK IMPLEMENTATION IN A DISTRIBUTED REAL.
TIME SYSTEM WITH MULTI.POINT TOPOLOGY
Marko D. Cvetkovii, Milun S. Jevti6, Faculty of Electronic Engineering, Nii

Abstract - The implementation of communication
process in a host computer of a distributed real-time
system with multi-point topology is the main subject
in this paper. NecessaryLinux kerneLmodifications in
order to achieve applications that fulfill real-time
requirements are presented. The attention is focused
to perceive thefunctioning of the RT Linux serial port
driver, as well as the organization of the
commanication application in host computer of a
distributed system.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Except the computer development for scientific
and industrial purposes, during eighties in twentieth
century, sudden development of personal computers
has come. More complex and faster PCs are
produced, and with the increase of their performance
the fields of their application are constantly being
expanded, so that today's personal computers can be
used for the most complicated applications. PCs are
often being connected in computer systems, which
have wider and wider range of applications in
industry. Distributed real-time systems, the main
subject in this paper, are one of the major groups of
thesecomputer systems.
The concept of distributed systemsis connectedto the
processing and transmitting data between separated
groups of electronic elements. During the design of
these kind of systems,there should be taken special
care in communication subsystemdesign, subsystem
that connects all the distributed system resourcesand
enables data transfer between its separated parts.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a distributed
system, consisting of one process computer and a
number of process controllers, connected into'multipoint (bus) network.

PR - procesni laarmar
PKI .. PKn - procesni konuoleri

Figure 1: Distributeil systemwith multi'point
topology
In this paper, software for communication
between process computer and process controllers

will be presented. The basic idea for process
computer (host) software design is organizing it in
layers, where lower layers (closer to hardware) hide
hardwareparticularities from those higher, and higher
layers are designed to provide the most suitable
interface to the use{ processes. Additionally,
communication software design should also take
special care of satisfyirig timing constraints in the
senseof the systemresponse,i.e. to provide real-time
features.
Concerning the appropriate operating system for
PC, which will provide the development of software
applications that satisfy real-time requirements,
UNIX operating systems for PC come as a logical
solution. This stand especially for Linux, the most
popular and widely accepted UNIX clone tll.
Standard Linux, however, has several problems
preventing it for being used in hard real-time system
implementation.First of all, it's the fact that interrupts
are often disabled during the execution of kernel
routines. Except the intemrpt latency, there's also
time sharing scheduling, virtual memory system
timing unpredictability, as well as lack of highgranularity timers [2]. Further, we will talk about
implementation of communication task in the host
computer of a distributed real-time system with
multi-point topology, but first we'll take under
consideration the necessary modifications of Linux
operating system, in ofder to meet real-time
requirements
2.

LINUX AND REAL-TIME

FEATT]RES

The solution for standard Linux incapability of
real-time processingcame as Real-Time Linux. RealTime Linux (RT Linux) is an operating system in
which additional, small real-time kernel coexists with
standard Linux (PosixJike) kernel' The purpose of
this solution was to take advantage of sophisticated
services and highly optimized average performance
of standard time-sharing operating system (Linux)'
and, at the same time, provide real-time functions to
work in predictable environment with low interrupt
latency. There are two basic strategies in hard realtime system design: one is to add non-real-time
services to the basic RT kernel, and the other, to
modify standard kernel in order to enable full
preempting, indispensable for real-time processing.
However, RT Linux is based on the third concept,
where standard (Linux) kernel is actually the lowest
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priority real-time task running under simple real-time
kernel [3].
Basic RT Linux featuresare [4]:
-

Handling time critical tasks is solved by inserting
real-time kernel between Linux kernel and
interrupt control hardware. In this way, the
biggest Linux problem in time critical processing
- high intemrpt latency - is eliminated.

-

Under real-time kernel, Linux is just one realtime task with lowest priority, which means that
it could be preempted when needed.

-

For data transfer between real-time tasks and
Linux processes, special FIFO buffers were
implemented - real-time FIFOs (RT FIFOs).

-

Typical application includes real-time task, doing
low-level communication with hardware,i.e. data
acquisition from devices, while non-time-critical
processingis left to Linux processes.

-

RT kernel doesn't protect from overhead. It is
possible that real-time tasks completely occupy
the CPU, so that the Linux kernel, as a task with
lowest priority, will never get a chance to work,
and the system will block.
Real-time tasks are executed in kernel address
space, on kernel protection level. Thus they can
be implemented as kernel modules.

-

2.1 Interrupt emulation
Interrupt latency is, as already mentioned, the
biggest Linux constraint in time critical processing.
Interrupt latency is the result of disabling interrupts,
which appears when task execution transfers to the
kernel mode. Speaking in a different way, if the task
executes a system call, and starts the execution of a
kernel routine, and other higher priority task requests
CPU, higher priority task will have to wait for
completion of the earlier system call. This approach
is correct from the system security aspect, since
providing protection of data that could be changed,if
we enable preempting in kernel mode. However, this
approach decreases system performance, the basic
concern in hard real-time systemdesign.
In RT Linux, putting the layer of inremrpt
emulation software between Linux kernel and
programmable interrupt confroller (PIC) solves this
problem. In Linux source code, all occurrences of
cli (clear interrupt), sti (sef interrupt) and iret
{return form interrupr) are replaced with emulation
macros:S_CLI, S_STf and S_IRET. All hardware
intemrpts are caught with this emulator. We assume,
of course, that the application is divided into realtime and non-real-time part: first is responsible for
time critical processing (real-time task) and the other
performs non-time-critical processing and represents
an ordinary process of a multitasking operating
system (user process). In this solution, instead of

disabling interrupts, special variable in emulator is
reset. Whenever an interrupt occurs, it is checked
whether the variable is set. If it is set (Linux has
enabled interrupts), processing of an interrupt starts
immediately. If Linux, on the other hand, has
disabled interrupts (the variable is reset), intem:pt
handler won't be invoked. Instead, a bit is set in the
special variable that holds information on all pending
interrupts. This way, inteffupts are chained and
buffered, so when Linux re-enables interrupts, all
interrupt handlers are invoked and executed. Such
emulatedinterrupts are called soft intenupts [2].

Figure 2: Flow of ilata and control in RT Linux.
Figure 2 shows that Linux doesn't have direct
control over the interrupt controller, so that it won't
affect processingof the interrupts related to real-time
processing.On the other hand, real-time interrupts do
not pass through the emulator, and will not have to
wait to be processed. Linux interrupts will be
serviced as presentedabove.
2.1 Tine Organization of the Application in RealTime Linux
The assumption of dividing the RT Linux
application into two parts, real-time and non-realtime, was mentioned before in this paper. Real-time
part representsthe real-time task, and should be as
simple as possible. It should contain only the code
connected to the time critical events. Hardware
control should be implemented in this part of the
application, since hardware often puts timing
consffaints on the program [2]. Non-real-time part we
will call user process, since it is executed in the user
space.Most of the data processingis implemented in
this part, as well as data archiving and user interface.
These two parts communicate using data buffers, RT
FIFOs and shared memory. In this paper we will
present only the usageof RT FIFOs. Figure 3. shows
the application organization and data flow in RT
Linux.
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All real-time tasks should be implemented in the
same addressspace,specificaliy kernel addressspace.
The main reason for this is the problem with the CPU
performance. In case of different address spacesfor
each of the tasks, whenever a context switch occurs,
the contents of the registers that help memory paging
are changed.Also the cache memory, which holds the
most recently used memory pages, is invalidated.
Since the context switches are frequent in real-time
systems, this inflicts serious performance decrease.
Except this, execution of system calls is also a
problem. In case real-time task is not located in the
kernel addressspace, but in user space,it would take
approximately seven times longer to executethe same
systemcall [3, 5].

(actually real-time task), executing in kernel address
space,and the user process,allocated in user space.
Serial port driver was designed and written by
Jochen Kuepper. This driver provides some basic
functions for software interface to the serial
communication channel. Interface functions are
for initializing UART 16550,
rt-com-setup,
for collecting data received from a
rt-com-read,
for writing data to a line.
line, and rL-com-write,
Functions for direct access to the hardware are:
which transfers a byte from UART's
rt-comjut,
receiver buffer to a special rnemory input buffer;
which writes a byte from a speciai
rL-com-get,
memory output buffer to UAR.T's transmitter buffer;
interrupt service routine, since
and rt-com-isr,
the driver is interrupi driven [4]. The main feature of
all these functions is that they are sequential, they
take short time for execution, and that there's no
danger of entering infinite loops. Critical regions of
code begin with disabling inteffupts, providing data
protection for the time of execution, and the time
spent for execution of these sequencesof instructions
has dimension of the time spent for interaction with
hardware.

Figure 3: Application organizfltion and dataflow in
RT Linux.
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Putting real-time tasks in kernel address space
has even more advantages.One of the obvious is the
existence of loadable kernel modules. Kernel
modules are object files, which can be dynamically
loaded into kernel address space and linked with
kernel code. In this way, we can dynamically create
real-time tasks in RT Linux, which is of great
importance, because a bug in a real-time task can
wipe out the whole system. Except that, this feature
allows us to refer to the functions by names rather
than file descriptors.
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Figure 4: Data exchange d'uring serial
communication

OF

COMMUNICA-TION TASK IN THE HOST
COMPUTER UNDER RT LINUX
The structure of a real application in RT Linux
can be presented through the analysis of the
communication process in a distributed computer
system, with two levels of hierarchy (Figure 1). This
is a system consisting of a process computer (host)
and a number of process controllers, connected in a
multi-point network. Host's communication software,
its major parts, as well as the flow of data and control
between them are shown in Figure 4. Serial port
driver has direct control over the host's UART, and
the application is divided into: real-time thread

function, sequenceof
Cailing rt-com-write
messagebytes is written in a special output memory
buffer and afterwards the interupt enable flag for
empty UART's transmitter buffer is set. Receiver
buffer empty interrupts are enabled since the serial
function
port initialization, so the rt-com-read
actually reads data already received in UART's
receiver buffer. The most efficient way for
understandingthe functioning of the serial port driver
is looking into interrupt service routine code. This
function is composed of two parts. The first part is
receiving bytes from the communication line, in case
the RxRD bit (received data ready) in line status
register is set. Bytes are collected from the line by
and buffered in input
function rt-com--puL,
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memory buffer. In the secondpart of the routine, byte
after byte of the messagefrom output memory buffer,
is sent by rt_com_get
function, except when this
output buffer is empty, i.e. real-time task did not send
a message. If this buffer is empty, interrupts for
UART's transmitter buffer empty are disabled. Both
sections, send and receive, are placed inside do-while
loop. There's an optimization parameter defined
inside this routine, which limits the number of
consecutive iterations of the loop body. This
parameter provides short duration of routine
execution, but one can change it, in order to
experiment,seeking for the best performance.
Real-time task is actually a real,time thread,
implemented as a kernel module, thus executing in
kernel address space. Figure 4. shows the real-time
thread communicating with driver on one side, and,
on the other, with the application, by means of RT
FIFOs. Interaction with the driver is provided with
rt_com_read
and rt_com_write
functions.
Executing rt_com_write
function, a rnessagethat
is supposed to be sent is written in the speciai
memory output buffer, wherefrom single bytes of the
messageare sent, as described above. In other words,
real send-processis happeningin the background, and
real-time thread moves on with the execution of
subsequent instructions. The performance of
rt_com_read
function, reading data that have got
to the port and have already been put in the special
input memory buffer, is similar. Having thread
executing in the same address space as the driver
allows us to refer to these functions by name, rather
than file descriptors, which was the standard
approach.
Interface with user process is provided by means
of real-time FiFOs, which represent special IpC
(lnter Process Communication) mechanism. similar
to standard FIFOs and implemented for data transfer
between standard Linux processes and real-time
tasks. In this case, having one thread and one user
process, we need three RT FIFOs: one for data
transfer from thread to user process, one for sending
commands to the thread (start and stop commands),
and one for command transfer from RT FIFO handler
to the real-time task. All FIFOs are created in realtime task during its loading into memory (executing
j-nit_module
function). After that, thread is
resident in the kernel memory, waiting for user
process to send the command, and RT FIFOs are
ready for data transfer. RT FIFO buffers are allocated
in kernel address space and they are accessedwith
unique integer numbers, they were assigned during
creation. Real-time task interface to RT FIFO
includes creation, destroying, reading from and
writing to them. It is important that read and write
functions are atomic and non-blocking. This feature
provides real-time task never to be blocked during
execution of read and write functions. On the other
hand, user process accessesRT FIFOs like character

devices. This requires first opening them for
appropriate operation: read (O_RDONLY) or write
(O_WRONLY), after what they are accessedby file
descriptors. Total number of RT FIFOs is statically
defined, but it can be changed during kernel
recompilation.

Figure 5: Duts transfer between real-time thread
and user process through RT FIFOs.
The data exchange process between Linux
process and real-time thread is shown in Figure 5.
Since thread is, as mentioned before in this paper,
resident in memory after being dynamically loaded,
its execution is startedby user processcommand. The
command is written to the control RT FIFO (rtf2
with file descriptor ctl), and is ffansferred to the
FIFO handler. Handler than forwards the command to
a real-time thread, and thread starts execution or
suspends,dependingof the received command. When
real-time thread is started,also the serial port receiveprocess is started, as well as the send-process.Data
received from the serial line, via serial port driver, are
written to RT FIFO (rtf1),
wherefrom they are
supposedto be read by Linux userprocess.
3.1 Standard
functions
implementation

used

in

task

o

- returns the time in nanoseconds
gethrtime
since systembootup.

o

- destroys real-time
pthread_delete_np
thread and releases all allocated resources bv
thread (np - non-portable).

o

pthread_make3eriodic_np
marks
thread as ready for execution and asks the
schedulerto run task at a fixed period, given as a
parameter.

.

pthread
suspend_np - takes the task off
the wait queue for execution.
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- asks processor to wait
pthread-wait-np
with the execution of the current thread until the
beginning of the next period.
rtf-create

- createsRT FIFO.

- attaches routine
rtf_crate-handl-er
running under the Linux kernel to a FIFO, so that
user process can be made runnable when there's
data available.
- releasesRT FIFO.

rtf-destroy
rtf-get
FIFO.

- non-blocking read operation for RT

rtfjut
FIFO.

- non-blocking write operation for RT

This solution was applied for communication
task implementation in "Cigarette packing process
*'here
visualization around machine GD-XI",
communication of a process computer with ten
temperature controllers and four hard reai-time
processcontrollers was implemented.
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EFFECTSOF MOBILE PHONERADIATIONOT,.{
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Abstract: This paper points out the effects of mobite
phone radiation on a human organism. The existing
standards are based on electromagneticfield thermal
fficts on a human organism. In this paper the
permissible values from the standards have been
compared with the calculation resuhs concerning
intensity, measured field
field
values and
experimental data from literature. This served as a
base for the determination of the antenna safety
distance. Besides the thermal effect, there is
interference as well as homeopathic effect whose
influence has not been investigatedyet. Some advice
on using mobile phones are given in order to reduce
harmful radiation.
l.INTRODUCTION
Rapid developments in telecommunication
technologies in the past few years resulted in a
widespread use of mobile telephones.At the start of
year 2000, the number of mobile phone users is
estimated at almost 500 million worldwide. Great
Britain alone had 26 million users by April 2000,
which represents 45Vo of the population. In some
countries (e.g. Finland) this proportion is greater than
50Vo. Many companies worldwide compete in
production of mobile phones which reflects on their
advanced design, small size, possible applications
and their price. The principle of mobile phone
operation is identical irrespective of the producer and
is determined by the nature of transmission,whether
analogue or digital. In the last few months, the
market has also seen the emergence of handsets,
which enable Internet access (via Mobile Ip), and
mobile video applications are expected to appear
soon. Almost all producers advertise the capabilities
and relative advantages of their products however;
the damaging effects they have on human health are
seldom quoted if at all. This paper will point out the
effects of electric field on a human organism caused
by the use of mobile phones. Recommendations
about the methods of their use, with the aim of
reducing the effects of harmful radiation, as well as
directions of further development with respect to this
problem are also given.
2. MEDICAL ASPECTS OF THE EFFECTS OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC
FIELDS
Effects of electromagnetic (EM) fields on a
human organism depend on their intensity and
frequency t3l. With the aim of determining the
effects offrequency, the fields are investigatedin two
distinct bands:

-

up to 30kHz, low frequency field
from 3OkIIz up to 300GHz, high frequency
fields.

Low frequency fields cause surface effects
such as excitation of the senses, hair-raising,
interference with pacemakers,hearing aids and other
metal implants in the body, with the intensity of the
effect proportional to the intensity of the field.
High frequency fields have an especially
harmful effect on a human body as their energy is
dispersed, reflected or absorbed in the body
depending on their intensity and frequency,
dimensions and position of the body relative to their
sourceand electrical properties of the body. The most
marked effect of this field is heating, local or
throughout the body.
Since the heating effect is generated inside
the body, this heat is not detected or detection comes
too late. If the body is not capable of releasing this
heat at the rate it is being created, inside temperature
of the body increaseswhich causestissue damage.As
the excessheat of the inner organs is mainly released
through the bloodstream eyelenses and the
reproduction organs are the most sensitive to thermal
damage. Especially significant is the effect on the
testicles.
Damaging effects of the radiation on the
body are the greatest with unborn children, due
mainly to the resonantfrequency at which most of the
energy is absorbed, around 700MHz [6] (for adults
around 400MHz), which is close to the operating
frequency of most mobile phones,900MHz. it should
also be pointed out that a fair proportion of the
energy is still absorbed by the surface tissues: skin,
bones and musculature in the head with a limited
penetrationinto the head.
Acting of impulse fields around digital
mobile phones of the second generationhas a greater
influence on biosystemsthan analogue signals of the
first generation of mobiles since it inffoduces
additional radiation similar to EM radiation at
extremely low frequencies. The body at frequencies
30 to 300MHz absorbs the greatest amounts of
energy.
For workers professionally exposed to the
effects of EM fields, a limit of allowable radiation in
the form of specffic absorption rale (SAR) is
imposed. This quantity represents the power of
radiation absorbedin the unit of mass of a particular
tissue[4,8]:
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=9n'lw lksl
sAR
p

(1)

where: o - conductance of the exposed tissue in

IS/ml
p - specificdensityof thetissuein tkg/nt'l
E - electric field in [V/m]
Experimental investigationshave shown that
for a grown man in the state of rest, 30 minutes of
radiation. for SAR of the entire body 1-4 Wkg,
causesa temperature increase of no more than 1oC'
Exposure to radiation greater than 4Wkg can cause
temperature increases that result in tissue damage
since thermal regulatory mechanisms of the body
cannot deal with such a thermal load [6]. With
respect to the quoted quantity, the professional radio
frequency (RF) radiation exposure limit for the entire
body is 10, while a value of 5, which correspondsto
0.08Wlkg is adopted for the population at large'
3. R.F RADIATION PROPERTIS OF MOBILE
TELEPIIONES BASE STATIONS
Mobile phones operate at power levels of
around lW and while the connection is active, the
antenna is located close to the head. Besides the
radiation produced by single handsets,the level ofRF
emissions can be raised in enclosed spaces such as
sports arenas and shopping malls where the number
of users is large, or in the vicinity of a cell (base)
station. Both analogue and digital mobile phones are
in use in the world today. In Yugoslavia, analog
NMT-900 (Nordic Mobile Telephone) and the digital
GSM (Global System for Mobile) systemsare in useBoth systemsuse the frequency bands 890-960MH2,
with power levels of 0.1 up to lW for the NMT and
0.2 up to 2W for GSM. In planning is the transition to
the 1800MHzband.
Despite its modest size, 1309 in weight and
2cminthickness, a mobile phone is a very significant
source of RF radiation due to the small distancefrom
the head. 2 to 7cm, while in use. More than 507o of
the output radiation power is absorbed by the users
head [6], which is unfavorable and more efficient
designs using smaller antennas and lower power
outputs are expected. Since electric and rnagnetic
fields are 90o out of phase in the close field' their
measurement is both complicated and unreiiable.
Introduction of a measuring instrument changes the
field. Data used in this paper was obtained from
calculated values.
Base station antennasare located on masts
with heights of 15-50 m or on buildings with antenna
gains 10 or more in the direction of the horizon.
Dissipation of emissions downward and sideways is
relatively small. Intensity of radiation decreaseswith
the squareof the distance.

According to the Swedish standard, the
allowed level of radiation power density of 450
pWcmz or electric field strength of 41 V/m can be
exceededat a distance of lm from the base station in
the main direction of the radiation for GSM systems
at 900 VtHz. The above mentioned Swedish standard
SS-ENV 50166-2 was formed according to the initiai
standardrecommendationof the European Union and
relates to the population at large in the period of 24
hours. For professional users, the 1evel is 5 times
greater,however for an 8-hour period' Available data
suggeststhat in the ground irnmediately beneath the
antenna, levels 10 times lower that the maximum
allowed exposure for the general population were
measured.
According to a Yugoslav standardfor such emissions
the upper limit of intensity, for generai popuiation
exposure and frequencies useC in mobile teiephony,
is 200pWcm2 (21.5Y1m) and professional users is
lmWcm2 (61.5V/m) t5l. In comparison, the
radiation of heavenly bodies (sun, srars) is l4pWcm"
It shouid be
and of the human body 0.5pWcrl.
noted that the Yugoslav standardis two times stricter
than the Swedish one.
In domestic publications, a number of
papers that deal with the problem of radiation
intensity have been published. According to available
data, the measured electrical field strength below
base station antennas is 1 to 2 Ylm" ot 0.27
lmWcm2. Actually, typical wall structures made of
cement blocks, bricks and timber have an attenuation
factor of 10 to 100. The resulting field can interfere
with electronic systemsin the house such as TV sets
or computers.
4. EVALUATION
STRENGTTI

OF THE ELECTRIC

FIELD

Although the evaluation of electric nearis unreliable, lets assumea relationship
strength
field
(2) is valid [1]:

E**:JfiT" f-vl*1,

(2)

where: E - Electrical field level in [V/m] at the
reception point a distance d from the base
stationantenna
Ppo - Base station Power in [W] when
operating on transmission,typically lW
d - distancein [km]
g0 - antennagain of the mobile station fcrr a
dipole antenna(L=X|Z) is 2.15d8.
Calculated value for the distance of 2 cm
from the antenna is 350 V/rn (32.5mWcnf)' If a
mobile phone is held closely to the ear, at a distance
of lcm from the head, the field reaches 700V/m
(130mWcm2). This was also confirmed by
laboratory measurements.For the distance of 1cm
from mobile station Ericsson 868 antenna, with the
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indication of the receptive field of two sectionsin the
GSM net, at the time of establishing a connection, a
value of 680V/m was measured.If the mobile station
is at arms length, about 70cm, the calculated field
strength is 10V/m (26mW/cmz) which is acceptable
and harm.less
even for a longerperiod.
800
7ffi

a 600
v i l

M

P'eoo
E
o m

6
€ 1oo

distance (cm)
Figure 1: Diagram of the field strength with respect
to distance
Illustration of the relationship between the
field strength and distance is shown in Figure I for a
mobile station power of lW and antennagain of 1.64
(2.15d8). From the plot it can be seen that the
emissions satisfy the above-mentioned Swedish
standard at a distance greater than 17cm from the
head and the body, or 25cm for the yugoslav
standard. This fact suggests carrying of the mobile
phone in a over-the-shoulder or hand bag, in the
section furthest away from the body, and not in the
pocket or on the belt. The radiation will be especially
significant if the phone is worn in the inside pocket
of a suit or a shirt pocket in the vicinity of the chest.
The first standards for control of radiation
exposure were introduced in the i950s in the USA
and the USSR. According to the American standardit
is assumed that exposure to power density of
l0pWlcm' (6.2Y/m) does not cause additional
thermalloading and the body is capableofpreserving
its thermal balance without additional effort [7].
Soviet standardsare far more tolerant, even up to 100
times, but only for exposureperiods of up to I hour.
Keeping in mind that instruments that
measurethe radiation power density in mWcm2 (e.g.
Narda) as well as instruments for measuring the
electric field strength in V/m (e.g. Anritsu) are
commercially available, we use the following
expressionto convert one into the other:

P=Ezttzonfuf mrl,
n =Jp*tzonlvl*]

In addition to comparisons with various
standards, since they are in many ways different,
these emissions will be compared to the emissions
present in the atmosphere such as radiation of the
RTV emitters and base stations. Field strength
required for a successful reception of a television
signal according to UIT-R suggestion 417-2 l2l, for
IV frequency band (470-790MHz) is 70dB(pV/m).
Expressed as the field strength, this value is
3.16mVlm. If we spend most time in the area that
receives 3 TV station signals successfully, it
represents field strength of, at the most, about
10mV/m.
Emissions of the base station can be added to the
aforementioned emissions which is, bearing in mind
the distance considerations, harmless and around
100,000 times weaker than the radiation of the
mobile station. American Federal Commission for
Communications (FCC) defines the specific value of
the reception field of 39dB(pv/m) as a coveragelimit
for the analogue system, which is around 90pV/m.
These values clearly indicate that a mobile phone,
even at a distance of 70cm (arms length) emits a
several hundred to a thousand times stronger field
than the field we are exposed to from the RTV
emitters, or 30,000 stronger than the field causedby
the basestation on the fringe of the coverage area.
5. VISIONS OF FURTIIER. DEVELOPMENT
CONDITIONED BY HARMFUL EMISSIONS
CONSIDERATIONS
It is widely predicted that future mobile
phones will operate in dual band mode, in one band
with their base station on the Earth and in the other
with satellite stations at low or medium orbits. Even
today satellites such as ARIES at IO20 km,
GLOBALSTAR at 1400 km, IRIDIUM at 780 km
representsthe base for a third generation of mobile
phone systems. The IRIDIUM system with its 66
satellites at low altitudes around 780 km will provide
transmissionof speechdata, fax and paging messages
[3]. Bearing in mind improved diffusion by using
satellites;reduction in power levels down to 100 mW
is a reasonable expectation. Cell area will be far
smaller and their number many times greater.Mobile
unit will first explore the possibility of establishinga
connection via its local Earth-based station cell
system and if that is unsuccessful it will use the
satellite. The frequencies will also increase to 1.8
GHz with the tendencyof increasing to 2.5 or even 5
GHz. Antenna will be located in the casing of the
handset as for example dual quad, and a wire mesh,
as a reflector, will be positioned towards the face.
6. CONCLUSION

(3)

Based on the facts presented in this paper
thus far, it can be said, with some certainty, that
mobile phones emit harmful radiation. All analysis in
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the available literature has been based in the
investigation of the increase in the body temperature
and effects such as the interference and the
homeopathic effect are largely ignored' With the airn
of reducing the negative effects, the authors feel that
one should follow some simple rules:
- mobile phone should be kept on the writing desk or
shelf at an arm length. Whenever possible,
connection should be kept using headsets and a
microphone connected via a cable to the handset.
Cable should be placed in a non-parallel arrangement
with the antenna, and especially it should not be
wrapped around the antenna
- when the phone needs to be used in movement, it
should be kept as short as possible and longer
conversations should be done over a wired line' The
negative effects of mcbile phone radiation are more
pronounced the longer and more often the phone is in
use
- it should be held so that fingers of the hand are
placed between the cheek and the handset which
effectively increasesthe minimal distance
- mobile phone should be used from the location
where the reception field is the strongest,use should
be avoided indoors and a favorable location should
be sought out of doors where the reception field is
stronger.. Output radiation power is the biggest at the
a connection.
momentof establishing
- mobile phone should be worn in a side-purse,not on
a belt and especially not in the inside pocket of a
jacket or a shirt pocket since emissions are constant
when the handset is switched on (changing of a local
base station)
- when a mobile phone is used in a room in which we
spend considerable periods of time (office, home) a
significant reduction in the negative effects of the
field is achieved bv installins an outside antonnathat

can be used by the mobile phone' Newer models have
an inbuilt socket connection for an external antenna,
which automatically switches off its own antenna
when the socket is in use
- the use of mobile phone is not recommended for
children and pregnant women due to the negative
effects radiation especially on growing tissue.
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Abstract - Nonlinear electrical properties, especially
positive temperature cofficient
of electrical
resistivity (PTC effect) of BaTiOj ceramics, depend in
a large extent of dopants distribution, grain size and
microstructure. In this paper the structural
characterization and domain structure of pure
BaTiO j, Bar,Pb,TiOs and
Ba1{Pb,Ca),TiO j have
been examined by using SEM, EDS and XRD
analysis. It has been shown by SEM analysis that
modified BaTiO j cerantics sintered at | 32f C for two
hours have a unifurm microstructure with grain size
between 1-3ltr. Compare to the banded domain
structure which is usually present in polycrystalline
BaTiOj, doped ceramics exhibits single, lamellar
domain structure. Phase composition was analyzed
by using XRD and EDS analysis was used to analyze
the phase composition of elongated grains. PTC
effect that characterizes the abrupt increase of
electrical resistivity ls shijled toward higher
temperature in doped ceramics. Depending on
sintering parameter and additives Curie temperature
are reported to be around 18dC-19trC.
l.INTRODUCTION
Ferroelectric barium titanate ceramics belongs to the
one of very important group of functional ceramics
that can be used on a large scale of applications. The
most commercial use is for multilayer capacitors,
whereas
barium
titanate
ceramics
with
semiconducting properties is used widely in
electronic devices especially for termistor, sensors,
components for self regulation current limiters and
energy converting systems. Positive temperature
coefficient of electrical resistivity, PTC effect, which
is observed in doped materials, is fundamentally
correlated with grain boundary effects [1]. Synthesis
of materials with these properties needs a good
density,
grained
fine
and
homogeneous
microstructure and uniform distribution of various
used additives and dopants. Semiconducting BaTiO3
with PTC effect can be obtained by sintering in
reducing atmospheres,i.e. by the formation of oxygen
vacancies in the lattice or bv suitable substitutions of
Ba2* or Ti4* ions with appropriate dopants. Barium
titanate becomes n-type semiconductor by donor
doping with ions of higher valence state, e.g. Nb, Sb
or La on the Ti4+ sites [1]. The relevant material
parameter for PTC effect is the Curie temperature,
T6, where a sharp increase of resistance,sometimes
over 6 decadesis occuring. Depending on type and
concentration of additives and dopants Curie points

can be shifted towards higher temperaturecompare to
that one observedin pure BaTiO3.
In sintered BaTiO3 ceramics, due to the phase
transformation from cubic to tetragonal one, the
domain structure is developed. The domain structure
and configuration depend not only on the type and
distribution of additives but as well as on the
developed
microstructure
characteristics. In
polycrystalline BaTiO3 ceramics two types of domain
structures are mainly observed; single lamellar and
banded domain structure. In a fine grained
microstructure with grain size around 2pm, a single
domain sffucture is predominant one and in coarse
microstructure a banded domain sffucture with
different number of sub-domainsprevails. According
to the numerous investigations of domain structure
12,31,it has been shown that two types of domain
configurations are mainly observed i.e. herringbone
and squarenet patterns and also two types of domain
boundaries, 90o and 180". The equilibrium domain
size and domain wall size depend on the grain size
and could be calculated on the basis of model
proposed by G.Arlt tzl. The type of domain
configuration depends on various parameterssuch as
heterogeneousstress on boundaries caused by the
environment, temperature of phase transition,
inhomogeniety in phase composition and cooling
process.The domain structure and domain motion in
materials that undergo through the phase
transformations may be also successfully controlled
by the microstructure characteristicsand additives.
In this paper scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
characterization of microstructure and domain
sfructure in pure BaTiO3, and modified ceramicsBa1_
Jb,TiO3 and Ba1-,(Pb,Ca)*TiO3have been done in
order to correlate the structural parameters with the
influence of additives and sintering procedure.
Overall phase composition was analyzed by using
XRD and phasecomposition of elongated grains with
high aspectratio has been done by EDS method. The
correlation between grain size and band domain size
in pureBaTiO3hasbeengiven.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
High purity BaCO3, TiO2, PbO2, CaCO3,were used
as starting materials for the synthesisof specimensof
precisely chemical composition. 0.5 molTo AST
(Al2O3, SiO2, TiOt was used as grain glowth
inhibitor for modified BaTiOr samples. The starting
materials with Sb2O3, MnSOa.I{2O and ZnO as
dopants were homogenized for 30 hours. After

))
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homogenization, drying and granulation, the powders
were pressed and calcined at 1050oCfor I hour. The
calcined peliets were again remilled, dried, granuiated
and pressed (green density was d=3'5 g/cm'). The
samples were sintered for two hours in the
temperature range from l24OoC to 1340oC in air
atmosphere. The -sintering density was in the range
5.1 to 5.6 glem'. For comparison purposes pure
BaTiO3 without additives was also used. The
microstructure and domain configuration were
investigated by scanning electron microscope' JEOLSEM 5300, equipped with energy dispersive
spectrometer EDS. For the examination of domain
structure the samples vrere etched in I0%oHCI with
57o lJF. The phase analysis was carried out by X-ray
powder diffractometry (Philips Analytical PW 1710)
and Curie temperanlre was determined using
(DSC-50
calorimeter
scanning
differentiai

3. RESUI-TS AND DISCUSSION
The microstructure of BaTiO3 sintered without
additives (Fig.1) revealed the discontinuous grain
growth with grain size ranged from lOpm - 20pm at
T=IZ O,C and from 30pm to 50pm at higher
sintering temperatureof L320'C- Due to the stresses
induced into a crystal during phasetransformation the
planar defectsare also Present.
After chemical etching, a tlpical configuration of
ferroelectric domains are shown in Fig.2. During
etching process,the positive ends of the domain etch
at the highest rate, whereasthe negative ends etch at
slowest rate. The difference in etch rate gives rise to
topographical contrast which can be used to idenrify
the domain configwations. As can tre seenfrorn Fig.2
and Fig.3 a banded domain sffucture is formed with
domain lines extendedto the grain boundaries.

Shimadzu).

(a)

(b)

Fig.1. SEM miuographs of pure B{ffiOs, a} 124f C, b} 132{f C'

Fig.2. Domain structL,rein BaTiOt, a) square net pattern and b) herring bone structure'
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The square net pattern (Fig.2a) and herringbone
structure (Fig.2b) are common observed domain
configurations.The ciomainwidth changeswithin grain
but remains constant within domain zone. The different
types of domainsin polycrystallineBaTiO3 samplesare
rnainly due to the inhomogeniety of grain growth and
compiex stressesinduced into materiais. The domain
patterns in samples sintered at higher temperature
(Fig.-l) are similar to that ones observed at lower
sintering temperature, the only difference is in the
number of subdomain zones and band domain size.
According to our previous studies a linearly dependence
of subdomainsize vs. grain size [4] was reported.

Fig.3. Domain structure in BaTiO3 sintered at
T=132f C.
The modified BaTiO: ceramics have some different
characteristics. The X-ray diffraction patterns of
caicined
and
sintered
Ba6saPb6.16TiO3 and
Baos+(Pb,Ca)e
16TiO3confirmed the formation of soiid
soiutions with incorporation of Pb2nions (ionic radius
0. 120 nm) at Ba"* sites (ionic radius 0.135 nm). The
lattice parameters for calcined powders are siightly
greater compare to that ones for sintered samples.The
decrease in lattice parameters in sintered samples was
causedby the changeof the amountof pb2* ions,due to

Regarding the microstructure of modified BaTiO3
ceramics the normal grain growth was observed as can
be seenin Fig.4.
The beneficial effect of AST, used as grain growth
controller, together with the formation of liquid phase
during sintering. that enables the homogeneous
distribution of dopants, lead to the homogeneous and
fine grained microstructure. The presenceof secondary
phase also improves the semiconducting properties of
lead-barium titanate systems.The average grain size in
Ba1-"Pb*TiO3and Ba1_"(Pb,Ca)^TiO3
is from between
lpm- 3pm, although the grain size in Ca doped
samples is smaller. Calcium also inhibits the grain
growth, improves the electromechanicalproperlies and
increases the temperature region where the tetragonal
phase is stable. One of the peculiarities of (Ba,pb)TiO3
samples is the presenceof the elongated and bar shape
grains, randomly distributed within ceramics, with
aspect ratio around 5 (Fig.ab). The elongated grains as
well as some regions in crystal are free of domain
structure. Quantitative EDS analysis of modified
(Ba,Pb)TiO3 samples confirmed its phase composition
to be Ba.rPblTi equal to 41.717.9/48.3( in atomic
percentage) and the excess of Pb in bar shape grains
compare to that one in ceramicsmatrix, [5,6].
In modified BaTiO3 ceramics, in respect of domain
configuration, the monodomain structure with 90o
domains walls prevails, as can be noticed from Fig.5.
The averagedomain width is nearly 0.1pm to 0.25pm
and the average domain walls thickness is in the range
of 0.03pm - 0.05pm.
A lower value of domain width in (Ba,Ca,Pb)TiO3
compare to that one in pure BaTiO3 samples could be
attributed to the difference of lattice parameter rutio c/a
which decreasesfrom 1.01 in pure barium titanate to
1.007in Ca modifiedceramics.

&q,j.:'E','ffi
Fig.4. Microstructure of a) (Ba,Pb,ca)Tio jand b) (Bapb)Tio j sintered at T=I3jtrC.
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It could be pointed out that is very hard to reveal the
domain structure in modified ceramics and the
absenceof domain structure in grains less than 1 pm
in size is obvious.

Fig.S. Domain structure of (Ba,Pb,Ca) TiO3.
V.S.Tiwari at all lTl reported that in Ca doped barium
titanate a 90o domain walls can appear even in grains
less than 1 t"tmin size and that domain width is 0.1pm
to 0.3 pm.
In order to illustrate the influence of a grain size on
the domains structure, the dependence of band
domain size vs. grain size for pure barium titanate is
given in Fig.6. As can be seen frorn Fig.6 the band
domain size increaseslinearly with grain size but at
different rate. Up to the grain size of 50pm the band
domain size is less than 5pm, in larger grains an
abrupt increase of domain size was observed and
band domain size can be compared with grain size.

6minsie (pm)

Fig.6. The band dcmain size vs.grain size
in pure barium titanate.
On the basis of DSC analysis the Curie point in pure
BaTiO3 was 128.5'C and in doped (Ba,Pb)TiO3
system 184.5"C. The higher Curie temperature of
190oC has been determined in (Ba,Pb,Ca)TiO3. An
abrupt increaseof electrical resistivity from 2,5 kS)m
to 1 Mf2cm at Curie
at room temperature

temperature for (Ba"Pb)TiO3 doped
indicated PTC effect .

ceramics

4. CONCLUSION
In Ba1-*fb^TiO3 and Ba1-"(Pb,Ca)*TiO3ceramics,
sintered at l240oC and 1320"C for two hours, the
homogeneous and fine grained microstructure with
grain size from between lpm-3pm could be achieved'
Modified barium titanate ceramics sintered with
theoretical density
suitable additives showed a
aroirnd 937o and a single lamellar domain structure is
formed in grains. The average grain size is from
between 1-3trm. Depending on the grain size the
domain width was in the range of 0.l0pm - 0.251tm.
and domain wall thickness in the range of 0.03pm 0.15pm. The bar shape grains are free of domain
structure.These materialsexhibit a PTC effect around
Curie points which is 180oC-190'C. For coarse
BaTiO3 ceramics sintered without additives, the grain
size depends in a great extent on temperature and
varies from 10p to 50 pm. The banded domain
structure is the main characteristic of pure barium
titanate and band domain size linearly depends on
grain size.
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DISTRIBUTED PARAMETERS BJT MODEL FOR ARBITRARY
TNJECTIONLEVEL
Tatjana Pesli, Nebojsa Jankovii, Facurty of Electronic Engineering, (Jniversity
of Nii

Abstract - Distributed parameters BJT model based
on the analogy of minority carrier transport through
quasi-neutral region for arbitrarily injection level
with non-linear inhomogeneous lossy transntission
line hqs been shown. The equivalent transmission line
model enables successfal modeling of Kirk effect. An
iterative procedure for solving inhomogeneous
equivalent tronsmission line and some elementary
resuhs has been shown.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Minority-carrier transport trough base quasi_
neutral region (QNR) represents the essential
mechanism in bipolar junction ffansistor (BJT)
operation. This transport is described by the systemof
partial differential equations implying that any
corresponding electrical model must include circuits
with distributed parameters [1]. The sysrem of partial
differential equations describing minority carrier
transport is fully analogues to the system of
Telegraphic
equations
of
the
equivalent
inhomogeneous lossy transmission line (TL) [2,3].
This approach leads to the distributed parameter
electricalmodel of BJT [4,5]. Such model is physicalbased, compact and analytical to some extent.
Arbitrary doping of various BJT regions yields to the
non-homogeneityof the equivalent TL, which requires
the segmentationapproach in solving TL. In conffast
to device simulator, the equivalent TL model does not
involve solving of the Poisson equation since the
electric field within the respective eNR is expressed
analytically[6].
High-injection effects mainly refer to the base
conductivity modulation (Webster effect) and eNR
base widening (Kirk effect). Our early equivalent TL
model was based solely on the assumptionof low-level
injection case f2,31. For the model extension toward
high-injection, the "voltage" variable had to be
modified. In fact, the most general case of arbitrary
injection level leads to the non-linear equivalent TL as
analogues to a general minority carriers transport
[7,8]. Due to the physical sound, the equivalent TL
model appears to be very convenient BJT model,
which naturally includes Webster effect and Kirk
effect, which to our best knowledge other similar
modelsdo not have [6,9,10].

2.

CARRIER TRANSPORT MODELLING

Assumrngp-type baseQNR, the general lD drift_
diffusion
isothermal minority-carrier
transporr
equationsat arbitrarilyinjection levelsare [6,9,11]:

du(x)=-P@:2 tri,
dx
qD,1x)nz*(x) "'

(1)

dJ(x) =-qnl(u,x).
)-

(z)

In the above system of differential equations,the
variable./ is negative value ofelectron current density,
while u representsthe relative excess carrier density
for arbitrary injection case:
J (x) = -J,(x),
(3)
p(x)n(x) - n".(*l
."\-"/-----------

(4)

nielx )

Total carrier recombination is the sum of
Shockley-Read-Holeand Auger recombination [1 1] :

9l(u,x) = frsna (u,x) + ll o(u,x) ,

ilrou(u,x)-

(5)

P(u'x)n(u'x)-n?,G)
'6 ' ,
r ,oln(u,x) + ni"G)l+ rn6lp@.x)+ n,,(x)l'

- n,2"(x)1.(7)
9{u,x) =fCnn(u,x)+ Cop@,x)llp(u,x)n(u,x)
The system of differential equations (I)-(2) may
be transformedin the form as telegrapher'sequations:

4!9=
dx
dJ(x)

_R,(u,x)J(x),
=-G'(u,x)u(x),

dx

(E)
(9)

where R'(u,x) is obtained directly from (l), while
G'(u,x) must be derived after comprehensivealgebraic
manipulationswith (2) related to (4)-(7), yielding:
G' (u, x) = nn!" .1C,n(u,x) + C p(u, x) +
o

r os[n(u,
x) + n,,(x)]+r nof
p@,x)+ n,"(x)l
(10)
The boundary conditions of the above system
(8)-(9)are:

u( 01=
s*'
'otu,
) Vu"
l'

(rr)

J(w) = qn(u,w)vr,

(n)

J'

where V6" is B-E voltage, Vr=kT/q is the thermal
voltage, and u, is the minority-carrier velocity at the
collector-end of the baseQNR.
The system of differential equations (8)-(9)
defines the equivalent inhomogeneousand non-linear
lossy TL. It's line parametersR'and G, are spatialand
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voltage dependant due to the variables n(u,x) and
p(u,x).The functions n(u,x) and p(u,x) are determined
from the quasi-neutralcondition:
(i3)
P(u'x)=Ne@)+n(u'x)'

following fu1l compensation of the C-B depletion
region.
I 020

where N1(x) is the acceptor doping. They are
expressedfrom (4) and (13) as:

(r4)

C

B

l01o
10tt

{-:

xB

o
11
z 1 0
10'u

( 1s)

10t'

0

xc

3
4
5
6
x (Fm)
Fig. 1. Adopted doping profile of simulated
npn ftansistor. Vertical line denotes the end
of baseQNR.

Using
P : P o* 6 P = N a + 6 n , n = n o * 6 n = 6 n
po
(where
and n0 are the equilibrium carrier
concentrations), the injection coefficient 0 may be
defined as:
g = P - P o - E P.
Po
Po
This allows R' and G' to be expressedas:

E

(16)

1

2

10'

-'-

wc=3.6 Pm
Wc=4.5 Pn

-^-

=J_1r+ e;.
R,(o)

+Wc=6.4Pm
r-Wc=7.6 Prn

(r7)
a

4Dnno'

106

G'(0)= qnf".1No]C,0+ Co(1+ 0)J+

).

(tt)

r,s [Na 0 + n;r)+r nolNo(1+0)+ n;,J

105

Finally, since p ',t>> n,',, the loading impedance

lossyTL is:
of non-linearinhomogeneous
,r(0) = t + 0
Lt\o)=
/Gr) ,r"\
3.

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 r.2

v", (v)

(1e)

KIRK EFFECT MODELLING

At sufficiently high carriers injection, the
compensation of C-B depletion region occurs pushing
its boundary toward collector region. It appears
approximately when Kirk current J ,1, : Q'N , 'v,
where N" is M collector doping concentration and v' is
saturation drift velocity t6l, is reached. Two
approachesin modeling this effect are viable: the first,
where QNR length is made injection dependant (e.g.
V6"dependant),and the second,where v" (and also Z )
taken at the end of QNR in low-level injection is
expressed as V6" dependant. Namely, the QNR
widening effectively induces the change in the nature
of carriers transport in the former C-B depletion
region, ranging from dominantly drift to almost pure
diffusive carriers motion. It is well observed in Fig.Z
where v, versus V6"characteristicsare shown extracted
at fixed point of x=x3 by lD device simulator SEDAN
tl2,I3l for variousN-collector doping concentrations.
The adopted BJT doping profile is shown in Fig-l.
The simulated results rn Fig.2 show that elecffon
velocity decreases and saturates after establishing
diffusion transport, while the transition from the drift
to the diffusion process occurs in narrow V6" region

Fig. 2. Electron velocity v' versusbase-emittervoltage
V6"at point xB, exffacted from SEDAN sirnulation for
differente lenghts I/" of Af collector region.
In order to analytically expressedthe minimum
saturation velocity vr.i* it is necessaryto analyze the
equivalent TL for high injection case. A new voltage

variableis introducedas:
( N, + 6 pXrn + 6n)- nl"

gt tl'o ,..i
fli"

nie

where:
r O N l n
V={u
fri,

fli"

The systemof telegraphic equationsbecomesnow:

ry=-RLr@)r(x),
#?

=-G'Hr@,x)\'(x),

(22)
(23)

The equations (22) and (23) defines new transformed
equivalentTL with primary parameters:
I
^, -_R'(0 >> l)

n'at -;-::=Tqn*h,

e4)
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Ghr= G'(0>> lXr =

..
/(xrJ
.",
Ysdn

- qn,"l,-[ra.]'.l.(2s)
too+r"o[ l. *r)]

N r =l(C,+Cr)(roo+rnoSl-l/z. rt
is
interestingto point out that line resistance
of new TL
is linear with and containsfactor2 (Webstereffect),
while the line conductance
is non-linearwhosenonlinearity vanishes when Na << Nn . Similar
where

expressions may be derived for the region of the
extended base, whose equivalent TL primary
parametersare:

R,i,
-nt =

|

(26)

2qn ,"Dr'

ni"(xc)/ n,"(x1)
-'-+
v" (-16)

,c

(30)

2D,

Equation (30) estimateSvsnn in vdVt) characteristic
shown in Fig.2. The minimum electron velocity occurs
when pushed-out base spreads over the entire Af
collector region, except at the If /N- junction where
depletion region is now confined.
The value of W, in the equation (30) was taken as
the collector Af region length in the BJT doping
profile. This is not quite accurate, since it did not
include a part of the extendedbasebetweenx6 and the
metallurgical junction. This small error is partly
compensatedon the other end of N- region where IV"
comprised a part of the spacecharge region located at
xg. The numerical results given in Tab.l indicate very
good agreement between those obtained by the
expression (30) and those exffacted with SEDAN
simulator. The agreementis especially well for shorter
Mregions. The discrepanciesrise with increasingW,,
which may be attributed to the inaccuracy of W,
estimation. For sufficiently high Vo, (Vt"> l.l V),
Fig.2 shows a slight increase of v" owing to the nonlinearity of G'o1 and G'f,.

Q7)
"';,=#"*['.[t-J']
BE
jmctioo

B6e

Pushed-out
bre

C-B
junction

z?-=zl"--->

zi

Table 1: The comparison of carrier velocity values qt
x - 4 obtained by analytical expression (19) with
numerical values obtained by SEDANfor two dffirent
values of V6".
Fig. 3: Base and pushed-outbaseTL representation.
If the applied voltage V6" is in the range for
which G'r, and G'1j, could be regarded as linear, then
the analytical expressionfor v,,;ncan be derived. Let's
consider the point x=xe=l\/, (denoted in Fig.3). The
loading impedanceZt of the baseequivalent TL in that
point is:

zt

V(xr,)

= 4 :

J (xo)

qnt"(x6)v rr5o{x6)

(28)

which is equal to the input impedance Z;, of the
extendedbaseequivalent TL (seeFig.3):

Zf-+Z[.tanhy'w,
= zit + --nI
2,, = ZlR:,w^
'
c
"'
Z: +Z[ tanhy'W"

qni,(x,)v(x,)

(2e)

2qn,"(x,)D,'

where y'I4l. << 1 and Zf << Z: have been used. The
parameters n;"(4) and ni"(xg) are effective intrinsic
carriers concentrationsat,16and x6.,respectively. They
differ due to the band-gap narrowing effects. The
maximum drift electronvelocity vr(x6) =107cm/ s is
again restored at x=xc. Finally, from ZpZ,n, it follows:

4.

W,
lpm
l

v "( i . l V )
Icmls]

v"(1.2V)
Icm/s]

lcm/sl

3.6

1.29.105

1.34.10'

1.28 0t

r.02.0 5

4.5

L04-105

1.10.105

6.4
7.6

7.44.104
6.6r.r04

8.24.r04
'/.45.104

Vs min

7 . t t . 0o
6.07.00

RESULTS

The equivaient TL was solved according to the
algorithm presentedat Fig.4. The procedure starts with
TL segmentation,which results in the replacement of
inhomogeneousTL by a cascadeof the homogenous
TLs with constant primary paramerers (Fig.5). The
iteration is performed over parameter 0, starting with
0=0 as in the low-level injection case. Each step
increments I until pre-determined error and stable
solution is achieved.The number of iterations required
is usually very low as illustrated in Fig.6.
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R'(u,x) G'(u,x)

i-1,Ar
TL segmentaiion
Start il'ith given
V6",t, V"

Ri(e) R5(e)

v
Z " ( 0 ,v " )

Obtain for every segment

rt'kell),a't')(ef);:r,,r,

Fig. 5: The illustration of the QNR equivalent
non linear inhomogeneouslossy TL and it's segmental
representationin the iterative algorithm.

t2
l0

At eachnode
l A ( i )_ e ( ' )I.
-olrl

l 6 -o t

neu'

t

€ : 1 0 - 2o

*
e: 10-3

e:10-ao
dxo
oox oo o
obO + * *od 6 o
. E 6
ob o o o o 6s
I A
o
odo
n 1
o *9O*o
b+o
<

pt".ej]" i:0,,1,

-nc\\
I
l :

o

I /
c
l \ e

d

n

I

0
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I
Vb"{V)

J":JN):.14*-1
Fig. 4. Iterative procedurefor solution of
non-linear TL.
Calculated .I,(Vil and p(J,) characteristicsusing
equivalent TL model are compared with SEDAN
results in Fig.8 and Fig.9. The adopted BJT doping
profile has exponentialbasedoping (NA(0)=9.63'10",
cn[3, wu=0.7ltm)as shown in Fig.7.
Nafu)=1.Q6'1016
Excellent agreementwith SEDAN numerical results is
observed in both Figs. 8-9 when full TL model is
employed. At very high V6",the deviation between TL
model curves from SEDAN curves occur due to the
influence of base and emitter parasitic resistances,
which were not taken into accountin our TL model.
The importance of Kirk effect modeling is
especially well illustrated in Fig.9. Unity emitter
efficiency is assumedfor easy comparison. Note that
Kirk effect substantially affects flJ,) charucteristicsat
high injection level BJT operation. As shown in
Fig.10, at very high V6", the injection coefficient I is
considerably higher when Kirk effect is included,
especially at the base end.

1.1 r.2

Fig. 6. Number of iteration required to achieved
desired accuracv€.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the transport of minority carriers
trough quasi-neutralbaseregion at arbitrarily injection
level may be modeled by the propagation trough
equivalent inhomogeneous lossy ffansmission line.
The parameter's non-linearity of the equivalent TL is
expressedin a unique way by the idection coefficient
over which the iterative solving process was
performed. Kirk effect is modeled by the characteristic
variation of base-end carrier's velocity versus the
applied base-emitter voltages. This characteristics
exhibit tang hyperbolic - like behavior with two
limiting maximum and minimum saturation velocities.
While the maximum velocity is well known drift
saturation velocity, the minimal saturation velocity is
diffusion-limited and can be expressedanalytically
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Fig.7 . Adopted doping profile of analyzed
,4pr transistor.
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Fig. 9. NormalizedcurrentgainB/Bsversuscollector
current./.calculatedby baseequivalentTL model.

The results in this paper clearly indicate that, for
the successful modeling of high-injection effects in
BJT, it is necessaryto include Kirk effect. It notable
decreases collector current at high base-emitter
voltages not only trough base widening, but also
trough the enhance of the injection level along the
whole baseregion (basemodulation).

^

ct"

u"{Vb,) o
SEDAN o

r.2

Fig. 8. The influence of high injection and Kirk effecrs
on collector current density -/" calculatedby TL model,
in comparison with SEDAN results. The horizontal
line denotesthe theoretical value of Kirk current.
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SENSORLESSINDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE WITH PARALLEL SPEEDAND
STATOR RESISTANCEESTIMATION
Veran Vasii, Faculty of Engineering, Novi Sad, yugoslavia
Slobodan Vukosavii, Electri cat Engineering Facul ty, B elgrade, yugosla via

Abstract: This paper proposes a novel MRAS
observer for speed (a) controlled sensorless
induction motor drive, with integral the adaptation
mechanismfor the on-line tuning of stator resistance
(R,). In intent to accurately estimate a in the low
speed area, withoat deterioration the drive
performance, parallel with a ertimation, R, is also
estimated,to compensateR, thermalfluctuations. The
reference model and adjustable model are
interchangeablefor parallel a and R, estimation. For
the R, identffication, these twa models switch their
roles.
Extensive computer simulation
and
experimentsprove the effectivenessof the proposed
solution.

l.INTRODUCTION
Induction motor drive with indirect filed
oriented control (IFOC) algorithm has a wide range
of industrial applications. The rotor speed is the
necesszuyinformation for IFOC realization. The a.r
sensor used on the motor shaft decreasing
responsibility and in some casesexists a problem with
r0 sensormounting. There are more different methods
for realization of vector controlled sensorless
induction motor drives. In the most of the a
estimation algorithms, there are the problems with the
al estimation and a; and torque responsequality in low
speed area. These problems are causedby R" thermal
variation, which can be eliminated with the parallel at
and R, estimation.
In [1-7] the aurhors proposed some off-line
or on-line R" estimation algorithms in sensorless
induction motor drive, which are inadequate for
MRAS- based speed estimation. Shauder I1l
suggestedthe application of al MRAS- observer in
electrical drives, and he proposed off-line R,
estimation algorithm. However, R" and at on-line
estimation algorithms are much more interesting 1241. The a-ris estimated parallel with R" [2] or with R,
[5] using full observer.Difference betweenactual and
estimated stator current and estimated rotor flux are
used to drive adaptive mechanisms. For rrr and ?.,
parallel estimation Kubuta t5l used test signal
injected in d-component current. The same criteria
function, which is insensitive for leakage inductance
variation, is used for speed and R, estimation [3].
These two adaptive mechanisms (for a and R,) are
not simultaneously.In this case,the drive is without a)
estimation during R" estimation. Ohmori's criteria

function in [4] is obtained as difference of powers,
which are calculated with estimated fluxes frbm two
different flux estimators and stator current. For R"
estimation Bose t6l is suggested utilizing of
thermistors.
In this paper, we propose new parallel
MRAS- observer, which possesses two models
(reference and adjustable) and two adaptive
mechanismsfor the concurrent al and R" estimation.
Referenceand adjustablemodel roles are changeable.
During o estimation, one rotor flux estimator is
applied as reference model and the other one as
adjustablemodel. Proposed observer offer successful
o estimation in low speedarea. On-line R" estimation
with parallel MRAS- observer does not exclude at
estimation. These two
adaptive estimation
mechanisms are naturally disconnected as a
consequence of non-intensive thermal processes.
Both identification processesare in function during
steady state and during transience. Pulse change
character of torque does not affect on estimation
processes.Additional sensorsand test signals are not
necessary for mechanisms realization. Proposed
adaptive mechanismscan be simply implemented in
sensorless induction motor drive. Computer
simulations and experimental results show
effectivenessof suggestedparallel MRAS- observer.

2 DERIVING OF ADAPTIVE MECHANISMS
FOR PARALLEL SPEED AND STATOR
RESISTANCE ESTIMATION
MRAS based speed estimation techniques
differ with respect to the quantity that is selected as
output of the referenceand the adjustablemodel. This
quantity can take the form of rotor flux [1], back
EMF or reactive power [7]. The most frequent
choices appear to be rotor flux or back EMF. The
method discussedin this paper is the rotor flux based
MRAS observer, which is characterizedwith simpler
design and implementatlon.
The stator voltage and current measuring with
mathematicalmodel of induction motor are necessary
for realisation of parallel al and R, estimations. The
stator voltage is usually reconstructed from PWM
pattern and DC voltage, and dead time is not included
in this observation.
The most of the proposed
solutions with MRAS- observer use R" as constani
motor parameter. However, there are some
difficulties in low speed area when IR" voltage
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representsdominant arnount of the stator voltage, but
introduction of adaptive mechanismfor R" estimation
successfullyeliminate theseproblems.
The MRAS algorithm is derived from the
mathematical model of the induction motor while the
adaptive mechanisms are obtained from the Popov's
hyperstability theory. The new R, adaptive
mechanism will be discussed in this section. The
customary MRAS estimator, operates in the
stationary reference frame (a, $) and is described in
the spacevector equations(1) - (3).
Reference model or voltage estimator (4,-i") of rotor
flux (o' =lr

I;n/ L"Lr):
I

t-

i

I

p0'.,,=:tVI -(iQ,*or,plil;

(l)

1-m

Adjustable model or current estimator (4-al) of rotor
flux:

=?,t-(i-,^Y",
pv,,,

(2)

( 6)

L4

Kr,,,)

" =l l\
,J
os +t
p

"a

In this casethesetwo spacevectors are the same.
It is supposed that all inductivities in
MRAS- observer (l) - (2) are the same with motor
ones (4) - (5). The Z. constant detuning do not affect
on the rotor flux orientation in the sensorless
induction motor drive [1]. The R" detuning in MRASobserver and in motor is considered. Proposed
parallel ar and .R, adaptive mechanismson Fig. 1 are
designedbasedon the concept of hyperstability [1] in
order to make system asymptotically stable. For the
purpose of deriving an adaptation mechanism it is
valid to initially :f)at o as a constant parameter.The
motor stator resistance R"- vary with temperature, but
variations are slow that they can be treated as
constant parameter,too. When the mismatchedvalue
of R" is considered, the voltage estimator state error
equationscan be obtained by subtracting eq. (4) from
e q -( 1 ) :
r |
^ \

Fev=- it( R' - n' /lj;

Adaptive mechanism:

( -.

(s)

=?tt-(rt-,,Y',,

pYir

Likewise, the current estimator state error equations
can be obtainedby subtractinCeq. (5) from eq. (2):

les,
/

=YL'vtv =vortwBrv-0Batarv '

(3)

The difference of phase angle between the
outputs of these two models (reference and
adjustable) is used by the adaptive mechanism to
converge the estimated al to its true value. The
secondinformation ofvectorial product (3) is unused.
Therefore, in order to allow continuous tracking of
non-predictable thermal R" variations, there is
tlrt . in addedadaptation
foundationto use t/s. and :-il
:--rV
mechanism,for R" estimation (Fig. 1). The adaptation
mechanism for the on-line tuning of the R, does not
require special test or injection of test signals.

- a'Vi,
=(i^- +1@
;
vzr
+Y'

(7)

Equations(6) and (7) can be rewritten in matrix
notationthatis moreuseful:

[I ear" II

p l^ '

-a o o

-1
Tr

l=

1""'I

Ltpv)

(t) -l
0

Tr
0

o o
0 0

0

0

0 0

l'*1

. l ' p ,l - w

lu"'I
LEPv
)

(8)

A'9.-W i
P9-=
us

*h"r" ,r =bor epr €av uBrT=bT
{rl,*

l-

is the non-linear block and is defined as follows:

l-

l-o -rl i

'o o

I lt",tf

- o ' rl ---it;"[i-bl
oli oo lloa,,l
w=ll ----o!-

o

Fig. 1. Structure of MRAS observerfor parallel rotor
speedand stator resistanceestimation
The spacevector rotor flux can be estimated
with eqs. (4) or (5) if the actual motor parametersare
known:

PYiv:*Lr-(R, *or,p!i];

(4)

Il,* I'

' 1 0t l j L i B ' l
iM
L
l-LaJi o l[v'l
0 0

'=[; i#*:;lL
,i'j'
L a ) = a ) - r;D
M, =Rr-frr;it :[*

vtrr:ba't

(e)

ipr| ;

vBoY''=[?
;]''=[;

0lI

, t '

il
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a = (x o r * r , r ) ( o - , Y* r ) ;

rt - - -

-

l

l

o'o,
R,=(r ro.* lf ui, 'i' )t
t ' " p )
(
Kro)r
" , =l K
"'s is
R
l l b,u -v,)]t (16)
' o"n .*
P J L '

|

(t)

(1s)

p ) - "

\

where Kpr, &r, Kpn' Kp5, &ro PI parameters of ro and
R" adaptation mechanisms. The a and R" can be
estimatedby eq. (15) and eq. (16) parallel at any a.
The adaptation mechanismeq. (15) is the same as in
the customary MRAS speed observer, having only
speedestimationmechanism(3).

F,

Fig.2. The MRAS ob;serverrepresentation(ts a nonlinearfeedback system
According to eq. (8), the MRAS
representationof the system is shown in Fig. 2, which
is constructed,from a linear time variant forward path
transfer matrix and a non-linear feedback block.
Functions O, 0
and On" G) are estimarion
mechanism of parallel al and R" identification. The
system is hyperstable if the input and output of the
non-linear block W satisfies Popov's criterion (10)
[1 ] :

3. SIMULATION
RESULTS

AND

EXPERIMENTAL

The structure of sensorless rotor flux
oriented induction motor drive tested by computer
simulations and experimental investigations is shown
on Fig. 3. Presented drive belongs ts diroct filed
orientation category. Rotor flux estimator sffucture
and MRAS- observer for parallel o and R" estimation
are presentedin previous section. The model made in
Simulink MATLAB toolbox is used for time response
simulations. The motor parameters are shown in
Table 1.

,1
i

T

a

S = J 9 ' . W d t >- y " ,
0

(10)

V r 1:

.i').trrl
sr.w=-d eT.J.ys
l*9*,[uil
rl.-Y
il)
')
M
The validity ofeq. (10) can be verified using
eqs. (12), (13) and (14) with adaprive mechanisms
(i5) and (16) for arand R, identification, respectively:

s = s 1+ ! r s z 2 - y 2 :

(r2)

s'=-Jm[eT
I.v',,Y.t?'

(13)

t t

.S^ =

- L

/

-

\

J m r l e {-,is' JV , > - y i :
\

6

'J'Ys I'
a=(r<0,.+\'T
rt)

(14)

Tab. 1. Induction Motor Data

U, IYI
L

IAI

T, fNml
R,

fot

380
2,1

5,0
6,3

R"" IAt

10,0

L" tHt
L. tHt
Lt-Ht

0,464
0,461

0,42r

Transient process is simulated when the
actual motor resistanceR", is 25 Eo greaterthan value
in the MRAS- estimator. This & detuning causesthe
difference between the actual and the reference speed
value. When the speed feedback (Fig. 3) is closed
with estimated one, than estimated speed in steady
state is the same with the reference one. Adaptive R"
estimation mechanismis switched on at t = 1.5 s. The
load torque is changedin a step manner at t = 2 s,3 s,
4 s, to 1Nm, 3 Nm and 5 Nm, respectively.The load
torque changes did not affect on R" estimation.
Results (Fig. ) show effectiveness of the proposed
parallel MRAS- observer.
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FieldWeakenins

Reg.V,

Reg.h

u^
Reg. rrr

Ree.
qiFig.3. Structure of sensorlessinduction motor drives

1' -0o

1

2

3

4

5

r lsj

Fig. 4. Effectivenessof tke proposed parallel MRAS
observer at low speed.Computer sintulation.
a)a-t;b)V-t;QR., -t

0
0
0.4
0

o.2
0.1
0
-0.1

The effectiveness of the proposed parallel
MRAS- observer is shown on Figs. 5-8. Presented
results are obtained by experimental setup.
Fig. 5a shows estimated R" and Fig. 5b
shows actual at when parallel a and R" MRASobserver is applied. At the experiment start, R" in the
MRAS- observer is detuned in consideration on the
actual value. The al error is the consequenceof.R,
detuning. The value ofreference and estimated speed
is 4Hz Adaptive R" mechanismis switched sn at t =
5 s. Estimated R" convergateto the actual value. This
convergencedecreasesthe difference between al and
actual value. Any curves on Figs. 5 are obtained in
new experiment. Speed feedback is closed with
estimatedone. Motor is unloadedduring experiment.
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R IR

Experimental investigations show that
parallel R, and TTMRAS- observer successfullyworks
in low speed area 1oi =t Hz), as shown on Fig.7.
The R" estimation is switch on at t = 7 s. Motor was
loaded with nominal torque during this experiment.
The actual speed error of 50 Vo is caused with I0 Vo
of R" detuning (Fig. 7b). Actual speed smoothly
convergate to reference one, after adaptive R,
mechanismis switched on (Fig. 7b).

i
^
i
i
R,o= l,2R* j

:**i*-*-j--

R- = l,lR- i
j Jtro = lR,o

RJ l R
S

n

, , = 1 , 1 Rn
0

1

0

2

0

3

0

4

0

5

0

6

0

7

0

r [s]
Fig. 5a.TheR, estimation;
ci = 4 Hz,T1=Q

R", = 0,9R",

/ [s]
Fig.7a. Thestatorresistanceidentification

- = 0,8R,n
8"o = 0,9R,,

a[Hz]

,, = 0,9R"n

R", = lRrn

/ [s]
Fig. 7b. The rotor speed
Fig.7 . Identffications by parallel MRAS observer
with I electrical Hz of a re rence value. Motor is
loaded with rated toroue.

R- = i,2R*
r

1

0

2

0

3

0

4

0

5

0

6

0

nsl nJ

0

r [s]

Fig. 5b. Theactualrotor speed
t.J

7

Rotor flux estimation results obtained with
u,-i, and 6-a; estimatorsare shown on Fig. 8. parallel
al and R" estimation is applied in this experimentjust
like in experiment represented on Fig. 7. The R"
detuning in MRAS- observer causes the difference
between fluxes estimated with u,-i, and i"-a
estimators (Fig. 8). On r,-al estimated flux did not

n

,l-=t'',o*
RJ O =l.lR S n
/i

1

;

Vu.=lu,

affect initial R" detuning. Vecror peak of ylr, totut"
on circle with radius of 0.88 and that value is the
sameas nominal rotor flux value. Difference between
magnitudes
of r/i.,
' rl is caused with R,
"
--rv and $s,.,
mismatch. If R" in the MRAS- observer is 10 7o less

R", = 0,8Rm
0

1

0

2

0

3

0

4

0

5

0

6

0

7

0

Fig.6. TheR,estimation;
ri = I0 n. ,, = O,til]",
Fig. 6 shows R" estimate with parallel
MRAS- observer (d = 10 Hz). The R, estimation is
switch on at t = 5 s. Parallel c.r estimation and rR"
identification are rcalized with load rorque
representedby 0.9ir,.

than value in the motor (Fig. 8a), magnirudeof yiv
is

higher
then
-

ttt,.
,
-I

When R" identification

mechanism is switched on, described space vectors
convergate to each other. If R" in the MRASobserver is higher than R, in the motor (Fig. 8c7, we
can see the similar effects. Results represented on
Fig. 8b are obtained when R" in the motor and
MRAS- observer are the same.
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4. CONCLUSION
In this paper are described improving
performances of sensorlessinduction motor drives.
Sensitivity of motor, drive and processon parameters
variation, request advance algorithms developed and
applied, for parameter identification. This is
especialiy requested in sensorlessdrives. This fact
was the reason why R" is not treated as a parameter.
We suggestedsome necessaryadaptive mechanisms
for parallel R" and {D estimation. Adaptive
mechanisms are obtained by Popov's and Landau's
hyperstability theory.
0.5

1

l{qr1, \fsrYlWb]
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6 LIST OF SYMBOLS

^

denote estimatedquantity;
referencevalue;
r, s
in subscriptsdenote stator or rotor symbol;
in superscripts denote the reference frame
attachedto stator:
in superscripts denote the reference frame
attachedto the rotor flux spacevector;
d, q (D, Q) in subscripts denote stator (rotor)
components in reference frame attachedto rotor flux
spacevector;
d, P in subscripts denote components in reference
frame attachedto stator;
X = xd+ jxror X = xa+ jxBspacevector (of flux _rpr,
current -i and voltages -a);
V, I
in subscript denote rotor flux estimated by
voltage or current estimators,respectively;
n
in subscriptsdenote nominal value;
p
derivative operator;
A
the error in estimation:
gr
current flux estimator stateerror;
ty
voltage
flux
estimator
state
effor:
x
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Ea
tRs
a, b, c
Lts
z,
Lm

speedestimatorerror;
stator resistanceestimator error;
denot stator phasequantity;
stator voltage;
stator cufTent;
mutual inductance;
f(1.) stator (rotor) inducrance;
o
total leakagecoefficient;
R (R,) stator(rotor) resistance;
Rr*
staotr resistancein motor model;
T,
rotor time constant;
TL
mechanical(load) torque;
T"
electromagnetictorque;
rotor flux amplitude;
V,

ti,

Vir)

spacevectorof rotorflux estimates

estimatedwith voltage (cunent) estimator;
frequency ofstator voltage;
f,
a
actual rotor speed;
aq
angular speedofdq- referenceframe;
8dq angle of dq- reference frame;
Kpr, Ktt, Kpn' Kn., are PI parametersof speed and
resistanceadaptationmechanisms.
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CORE
OF THE MAGI\M'TTC
NEEDSFORTIIE EXACT DETERMXNATION
IN TRANSFORMERREFAIR.
MAGNETIZINGCI{AR.ACTBRISTICS
ZoranP. Staji6, SaSaAleksandrov, Faculty of Electronic Engineering, Nts
Nikola Rajakovid, Facutty of Electrical Engineering, Belgrade

Abstract - A significance of the exact determination of
the magnetic core magnetizing characteristics in
transformer repair is subiect of this paper. A relatively
simple method for their experimental determination is
proposed. For additional popularization of the
proposed method, some practical aspects of their
application in transformer repairing workshops, and
involved positive financial effects are described.
Besides, the facts that significant improvements in
operating characteristics of repaired transformers can
ie achiived, and that acquired test equipment can be
used in many of other tests,fulI benefitsof the suggested
investmentare emphasized.
Results of tests of single-phase transformer and of
single-phase autotransformer, performed in the
Iaboratory of electrical machines of the Faculty of
Electronic Engineering, have confirmed validity of the
presented method, and benefits of their application in
many of scientific, research,and test laboratories.

l.INTRODUCTION
The estimation of each magnetic material quality is
performed by its two characteristics: the magnetizing
characteristic and the value of specific losses at the
specified value of magnetic induction B^ and frequency
f (tll-[3]). Insteadof the specificlossesit is more useful
to know the shape of dynamic hysteresis loop of the
tested material under the same conditions, and the value
of specific losses can be simply determined ([3], [8],

tisl).
Starting from the choice and testing phase of
material which will be used for the construction of
magnetic core of different machines and transformers,
through their production, exploitation and repairs, the
knowledge of the above mentioned characteristics has
both theoretical and practical importance. The
theoretical importance of knowing the magnetizing
characteristic and hysteresis loop of material in the
scientific researchesand projects being concerned with
the testing of maierials, the losses in electrical
machines, the transients in eiectrical machines, the
regular adjustment and operation of the measuring
instruments and protective appliances, is easily
understood.These problems will not be discussedin this
paper. On the contrary, the full attention will be paid on
the practical aspects of these characteristics knowing'
Although their irnportance is explained by the example
of the transfonner repair, described problems and made

conclusions will be relevant either for the electrical
machinesrepairs or their production.
2" PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF KNOWING
OF MAGNETIZING CHARACTERISTICS
The practical application of the magnetizing
characteristic of magnetic material can be firstly
expected from the producers of equipment and
numerous repairing workshops. Namely, no sratter
whether the production or repairs of electrical machines
(transformers)is concerned,the mistake in the choice or
eyaluation of rated value of magnetic induction B-o is
practically inadmissible, because the knowing of this
variable is of crucial significance for the winding
(re)designing.
For example, if it is estimated that the value of
magnetic induction is greater than the rated value given
by the producer ( B- > B* ), and transformer windings
are designed according to this value, the magnetic core
losses will increase in the rated regime, because they
increasewith the squareof magnetic induction:

Pr": I]" r '*"" '81,.

(1)

In the above mentioned expression, lo" t are the
specific losses, and mr" is the mass of iron used for
magneticcore.
Apart from magnetic core losses the effect of
entrance of operating point in the saturation area will
appear. As a result, the transformer magnetizing current
will increase, which causes greater reactive power
consumption and the appearance of higher values of
transformer in-rush currents.
The increasing of the no-load losses has two more
negative eflects as a consequence:
The first is notified when increasing of no-load
losses is observed for a long time of posrepairing
transformer exploitation. Even the difference bstween
the actual and rated no-load losses is not great, the
significant economic lossesappear in power transformer
for a long period.
The second effect has a more negative influence,
because increasing of no-load losses results in a real
decreasing of the repaired ffansformer rated power,
becausethe transformer continuous operation need not
be tolerated with the total sum of the lossesbigger than
in the rated regime. So, the transformer load permitted
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in continuous operating will be less than its rated power.
The danger of these situations and their consequences
on the equipment can be easily noticed if one knows
that the appropriate overloading protection is set
according to the rated power (current) of protected
transformer. In this way, in described cases,protection
of transformers does not respond in a great number of
cases when it is inadmissible overload. The accelerated
aging of insulation and drastic decreasing of its life
([]), are the consequences.
On the other hand, if a mistake in the magnetic
induction estimation is such that a less value of
magnetic induction than the rated is taken ( B* < B*
),
two negative effects which are seen in weak efficiency
of used materials occur again. The first is related to
greater consumption of copper, because the needed
number of winding turns is inversely proportionate to
magnetic induction,
El
1\r- = -=-.-.
'
4.44.f .B- 'sp"

(2)

N,
Nz=1,
mlz

r?\

where so" is a surface of the cross section of pure iron,
and mp is transformer turn ratio.
The secondproblem is decreasingof the transformer
rated power with respect to the dimension of used
magnetic core.
According to the previous analysis it becomesclear
that the importance of knowing of magnetization
characteristics and values of the rated magnetic
induction is great for the repairing workshops, being
encountered in practice with the equipment of various
producers and production dates. In such a situation,
where there is a great variety of electrical machines
(transformers) which repairs are required, their repairing
is not a simple task at all.
Trying to take into consideration the described
problems, the authors have been researching for past
few years including a great number of workshops
specialized in the repairing of electrical machines and
transformers. The researcheshave comprised a great
number of workshops, no matter whether they are a part
of bigger factoriesor privateproperry.
The results obtained during the researches have
showed that the area of repairing of electrical machines
and transformers is very scarcely supported by the
appropriate standards and technical recommendations
which have caused a seriesof unwelcome effects. Also,
researching was done in a several workshops for small
power transformersproduction.
For example, there is a great number of illegal
workshops, and most of them, as well as some legal
workshops, do not satisfy the basic working conditions.

As far as the equipment used for repairing is
considered,a great number ofspecialized workshopsare
very scarcely equipped. In most cases, the repairing is
being done by using very primitive subsidiary
appliancesand tools which application needsmuch time
even for simple repair.
The mistakes during the repairs are very often
becausethe inadequate knowledge of workers, and the
range of mistakes is very wide. It is enough to say that
there are some mistakeswhich had causedthe changeof
basic parametersof the repaired machines (e.g. change
of the machine pole number, i.e. machine rated speed)
as well as those which had causeddamage in their first
starting (e.g. wrong labeling of the machine winding
ends, and its starting without previous testing or
adequateprotection).
The case in which the mistake in repairing of the
same machine is repeated in various workshops,
because of the w.ong done repairing occurres very
often, as far as some machines less used in practice are
concerned. According to the researchesdone before, it
is concluded that all of workshops are very poor in
testing equipment. As a result, a small number of
necessarymachine tests have been carried out, and in
most casesany data of carried repairing is not given to a
buyer, not even the labels which would show that the
repairs of tle electrical machines (transformers) have
been carried out.
Wanting to give contribution in the development of
this area, in the previous period the authors acted in two
ways. The first way included designing and constructing
of equipment and following tools which would enable
the acceleration of repairing process of electrical
machines and transformers ([4]-[6]). The second one
included the measuring and tesring methods (t7l-tlOl)
whose application would bring the better quality of
repairing works and increasing of technical possibilities
of repairing workshops. In that sense, in this paper is
suggested a method for determining of magnetization
characteristics of magnetic core of transformers which
do not need an expensive measuring and computer
equipment, and which application would have a great
number of positive effects in both technical and
economic senses.

3. THE SUGGESTED METHOD DESCRIPTION
There is a great number of methods in measuring
practice for recording of the magnetizing chancteristics.
The most often methods using direct current are:
ballistic method, Hopkins yoke, Copsels apparatus,
Stublen-Stainmecs
appliance,
Fahy-Simplex
permeameter,Iliovics permeameterand other (t3l-tl1l).
According to the authors knowledge, there is relatively
small number of laboratories which had adequate
equipment for recording the magnetizing characteristics
of the material, being done by direct current.
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On the other hand, there are methods that can be
applied for determining dynamic hysteresis loops of
transformer magnetic cores using alternating current
(t131-t161).The baseof thesemethods,is the possibility
of creating dynamic hysteresis loops of transformer
magnetic core on oscilloscope using the waveforms of
no-load EMF and noload current. Because of phase
delay of no-load current in relation to applied voltage,
its phase shifting have to be done approximately about
9 0 u( [ 1 3 ] - [ 1 4 ] ) .
The method suggestedin this paper is based on a
well-known fact that the peaks of hysteresis loops
(dynamic or static) gained at various values of magnetic
induction B*, lie on the characteristics of the first
magnetizing. The magnetizing characteristics can be
detirmined by recording of the family of dynamic
hysteresis loops. The application of each above
mentioned AC methods enables ereating of a single
dynamic hysteresis loop on the oscilloscope screen' In
order to get a whole family it is necessaryto memorize
them. For these reasons,the usageof PC is shown to be
a very good solution. Digitalization of recorded
variables and transferring of appropriate data in PC can
be done by a PC oscilloscope. After the carried-out data
acquisition, there are unlimited possibilities for their
processing. as well as the review of calculated results,
which is one of the advantageof the suggestedmethod'
Dynamic hysteresis loops can be obtained from
waveforms of no-load current ie and induced EMF e1 in
the no-load test, because there are direct connections
between the instantaneous variables of magnetic
induction b, that is the intensity of magnetic field h and
thesevariables:
b=

el
2n -Nt .f .su"

.

Nr'in

(4)

t

lst

The practical recording of the dynamic hysteresis
loops of transformer magnetic core makes two different
cases.
The first group consist of the caseswith at least two
windings or two parts of winding on the transformer
magnetic core, that can, bat they do not have, to be in
electrical connection (conventional transformers or
autotransformers). In that cases the noload test is
carried out by bringing voltage on one of them, whiie
the second part is free and it can be used for recording
of induced EMF waveforms (e2)(Fig. 1)By recording of EMF induced in secondarywinding
e2 and by knowing the exact value of the winding turn
ratio, the necessary waveform of induced EMF of
primary winding is determined:
Nr

9 'r =N- ' e^r .

(6)

ll

Figure I" Scheme for determining of magnetizing
characteristics of magnetic cores with two or nnore
windings

The second group consist of those which
waveforms of induced EMF cannot be recorded because
there is not any winding or its part which is free in noload test (reactor no-load test (Fig. 2)). In that cases,the
measuring equipment and the power supply can be
ottly to the same winding, and no-load
"o.r.r""t"J
voltage rhs are recorded.The difference between u16and
e1representsthe voltage drop on rn4ndingresistanceand
leakagereactance:
di"
e 1= u l o - R r ' i o - L t t ' # '

(1)

io

U'
Figure 2. Scheme for determining of magnetizing
characteristics of magnetic cores with one winding
Knowing that the no-load voltage drop on winding
resistance and leakage reactance is very small
comparing to the reactor rated voltage, it can be
neglected. So, the determination of dynamic hysteresis
loops can be made with the waveforms of no-load
voltage instead of waveforms of EMF. This procedure
involves a certain error in the shape of magnetizing
characteristic. However, if higher precision is
demanded,the values of winding resistanceand leakage
reactancehave to be determined and some calculations
have to be made according to expression 7' It is very
easy if PC is available. The necessaryphase shifting of
recorded variables is simply solve by PC, too.
The criterion used in the processof phaseshifting is
(noformed according to the fact that the induced
"Xgr
peak
reach
to
have
load voltage) and no-load current
values at the same time (hysteresisloop peak)' Oniy in
that case, the real shape of dynamic hysteresis loop is
obtained, showing the instantaneous value of EMF
(voltage) versusno-load current.
Repeating the experiment for various values of B*,
which is easily achieved by the change of no-load
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voltage, t

family of dynamic hysteresis
loops is
obtained.B connectingof theirpeaks,
the shapeoi nrri
magnetizati

alsoobtai
Alr

characteristic of tested magnetic core
is

it is clear to the authors, that for
each
average
ilseur,of the stateof repairingworkshopi
ln our cou
lr ts nard fo rmaginethe introduction
of
more comp
measuring and computing equipment
in
the repairing process,they consider that
the whole series
of positive
appearing as the result of application
of this
can be the decisive factor for its
u
acceptance.
Talking about this, we must have
in mind the
following:
- By the rplication
of the described method it is
enabled he very precise determination of
masnetic Figure 3. Magnetic core of single-phase
inducti
which suits rhe rated opeiating laboratory
transformer
conditi
. In this way, the enormoussavins

ol
is achieved,which can be expresseJbv

the qua tity of material needed for windins
(re)desi ing, or saving obtained by the
decreaseoT
the nolosses of transformersand extension of
The precige evaluation of rated magnetic induction
will havp as a consequence bitter operating

characteristics
of repairedtransformers,
which will
be positile for its furtherexploitation.
The purc ase of the necessary equipment can be

made wi
high investment, if we have in mind
the fact .t the common price of pC oscilloscopeis
available. and that PC oscilloscope do not have
great de
for the configuration of tle attached
equipment.

In both cases, no-load tests were carried
out
according to the schemeshown in the Fig. 1.
In
single-phase laboratory transformer testing,
.
.the
the primary voltage was supplied to the high-voltage
winding which had Nr=378 coils, and the information
of EMF was taken from voltage shunt ( R" which was
)
connected to the low voltage winding ends (N2=lgp
coils). The laboratory autotransformer had a great
numbers of taps, so the two equal parts of its winding,
which had N1=N2=IJQ sei1r, where used in the
experiment. The information about no-load current was
obtained trough t}le current shunt ( R. ). For recording of
thesevariables the PC oscilloscopeDSO2001 was used.

The purch

equipment could be at disposal for
other
rches and would contribute to the
considera increasing of technical possibilities of
in which could be applied.

4. EXPERIMPNTAL RESULTS
In the
of experimental verification of the
suggested
and confirmation of made
conclusions,i the Laboratory of elecffical machinesof
the Faculty
Electronic Engineering in Ni{, the
experimental
determination
of
magnetization
characteristics two arbitrary selected magnetic cores
was carried
. One of them is magnetic core of singlephase
transformer, and the other one is the
magnetic
of
single-phase
laboratory
autotr
. The magnetic cores are made of
various mate ls, and they shapes and dimensions are
shown in the
3 and4.

Figure 4. Magnetic core of single-phase
lab o rato ry autot r(msformer
The overcalculating of real values of noload
cuffent is and induced EMF e1 wilS done accordins to
the following expressions:

. - u- {
- R .

ln

(6)
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* * nn
' =N$ . *2n ! R

.un.

(i)

",

The no-load test was repeated in both cases few
times while the value of no-load voltage varied. The
typical waveforms of no-load current is and EMF e1are
shown in the Fig. 5, after the appropriate recorded
signal processing, where the mistakes caused by the
signal discretization are reduced. The no-load voltage
in this experiment was Uro = 400 V.

Connecting the peaks of shown dynamic hysteresis
loops, the magnetizationcharacteristicof magnetic core
of single-phase laboratory transformer is obtained
(dashed line shown in the Fig' 7). Magnetization
characteristic of magnetic core of single-phase
laboratory autotransformer, which is obtained using
sameprocedure,is shown in the Fig. 7, too.
The differences between shown characteristics,
appeared in the example of these two arbitrary chosen
magnetic cores, in the best way show the justification of
the previous analysis and demonstrate the significance
of the suggestedmethod.
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Figure 7. Magnetization characteristics of tested
Figure 5. The typical waveformsof no-load current

magnetic cores

and inducted EMF
By applying of suggested procedure described
above, the farnily of dynamic hysteresis loops of
magnetic core showr in the Fig. 3, was obtained (Fig6).
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Figure 6. FamiLy of dynamic hysteresisloops recorded
at v&rious values of no-load voltage

5. CONCLUSION
The needs for exact determination of rated value of
magnetic induction in transformer repairing is analysed
in the paper.
It is shown that transformer winding repairing is not
a simple task at all, because,in practice, one encounts
on great number of transformer with magnetic cores of
various materials. Each arbitrary evaluation of rated
induction, besides negative influences to operating
characteristicsof repaired transformerswas followed by
significant economic losses. In order to remove
described unwanted effects from procedure of
transformer repairing, the method for determining of
magnetization characteristics of transformer magnetic
cores is suggested. According to this, a good
determination of rated induction can be done. Besides
the description of essence of the method, the
corresponding measuring and computing equipment
neededfor method performing is suggestedin the paper.
The example of experimental determination of
magnetization characteristics of two arbitrary selected
magnetic cores shows that great difference in the quality
of used magnetic materials for their making can aPpear'
By applying of scientific approach, remarkable
economic saving, which will surpass the value of
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investment and necessarycomputing
equipment, can be
achieved- By purchasing of ihe
;gg;;l_"asuring
equipment, technicaf possibilities
of
111
,:o.Orring.
reparrrngworkshops and researching
laboratories,can
be significantly increased, becausert'"
ru_"-"q,ripment
can be used for many ofother researches.
Taking into consideration all positive
effects of the
suggested approach, the authors
hope that a great
nytnb:r of managersin repairing workshops
will see its
significanceand that it will bJdecislve?actor
for its
acceptance.
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